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Theme: In The Kitchen 

Association Between Kitchenware And Geometric Shapes 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The room is like a 

kitchen with tables set with 

plates, cutlery and pans. 

The children choose an 

object and they describe it 

to the teacher, who tells 

them what geometric shape 

it represents. 

The activity begins with 

musical game The mother’s 

housewife. 

The children choose from 

the table the  objects that are 

presented in each stanza , and 

the teacher precises the 

geometric shape 

The classroom is arranged 

like a maze made up of tables 

where there are placed 

kitchenwares. 

Each children chooses an 

object, he touches it and he 

precises its qualities and the 

teacher precises the geometric 

shape. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We play the game In the 

kitchen. The children are at 

a time chef and guest, each 

playing the received role. 

The guest asks to be 

served with a dish and the 

chef prepares the food 

describing the utensils he 

uses associating the 

geometric shape. 

We play the game In the 

kitchen.The children are at a 

time chef and guest, each 

playing the received role. 

The guest asks to be served 

with a dish and the chef 

prepares the food describing 

the utensils he uses associating 

the geometric shape .we 

verbalize than we make the 

action. 

We play the game in the 

kitchen. The children are at a 

time chef and guest, each 

playing the received role. 

The guest asks to be served 

with a dish and the chef 

prepares the food describing 

the utensils he uses 

associating the geometric 

shape. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are invited 

to choose from the corner 

with the toys that which are 

specific to the kitchen, then 

they achieve by cutting the 

collages entitled kitchen 

using geometric shapes 

sizes and colors. 

The activity begins with 

musical game The mother’s 

housewife. 

The children are grouped 

four and they perform role-

playing game „The guest and 

the host." On row they are the 

guest, then the host presenting 

various dishes made from 

plasticine after the teacher data 

recipes. 

The group is divided into 

three teams that perform the 

following tasks: a team cuts 

cardboard plates, spoons, 

forks and they make solder 

pots and pans, another team 

shapes from plasticine fruits 

and vegetables, and the third 

group receives visitors. 
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Theme: At The Bakery 

Form, Color, Taste, Size 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children go to the 

bakery; they enter the 

presentation room where 

there are bread baskets with 

different size, forms and 

color breads. 

The children taste each 

bread and they observe the 

differences then they separate 

the breads by form and size. 

The children go to the bakery; 

they enter in the bread production 

hall where we prepare the bread. 

Here they observe the conveyor 

where there are different forms, 

colors and sizes breads. When 

they fall in the baskets the bigger 

breads produce a powerfull noise 

and the smallest breads produce a 

less powerfull noise. 

They taste each type of bread.  

The children are invited 

to help for the preparing of 

the bread, touching the 

flour bag, the masticator 

and the baskets where the 

breads fall from the 

conveyor. 

They observe the form, 

the size and the color then 

they taste each type of 

bread. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We present the powerpoint 

”The bakery” which presents  

the stages of the preparing of 

the bread. For each image the 

children specify the form, the 

color and the size of the 

breads.  

The children are invited to 

imitate the noise from the kitchen 

when the bread is prepared. They 

choose different geometric shapes 

then they specify the bakery 

products which looks like these 

geometric shape. 

Each child name the bakery 

product he loves more associating 

the form, the size and the color. 

The teacher presents the 

Ppt ”The bread factory” 

and the children perform 

the actions that they see in 

every stage of 

manufacture. 

They are invited to 

specify the form, size, 

color of the viewed 

products. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The classroom is prepared 

as a kitchen with bowls, 

flour, yeast. The children 

observe the drawings and 

under the guidance of 

teacher's they shape the 

dough loaves of various 

shapes and sizes. 

They color them using 

food dye. 

The classroom is prepared as a 

kitchen with bowls, flour, yeast. 

The children receive 

instructions from their teacher and 

then they realize that models 

bread dough in various shapes and 

sizes. 

They color them using food 

dye. 

The classroom is 

prepared as a kitchen with 

bowls, flour, yeast. 

The children watch a 

movie about making the 

bread and then they realize 

that models bread dough in 

various shapes and sizes. 

They color them using 

food dye. 
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Theme: 

At the bakery – shape, color, taste, size 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children go to a bakery, 

enter the room, where plates 

of cakes of different shape, 

size and colors. Children 

taste of each cake and 

observe if there are 

differences, then make the 

difference by shape and size. 

Children go to a bakery 

and enter the room where 

cakes are prepared. Here, 

they notice the tables where 

cakes of different shapes, 

colors and sizes are 

prepared. They taste every 

kind of cake. 

Children are invited to help 

bake cookies: they touch the 

flour, they mix the dough and 

they put the cakes on the 

platters. They notice the shape, 

size and color. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

 The teacher presents the 

film At The Bakery which 

summarizes the steps of 

preparing a cake. At every 

picture children specifies 

shape, color and size by 

comparing products. 

Children choose different 

shapes then specify why 

they like pastries. Each of 

them tells what pastry likes 

more, by association with 

the shape, size and color. 

The teacher presents the film 

At The Bakery, children 

following actions specific to 

each stage of preparation. They 

are invited to specify the shape, 

size and color of each product. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The classroom is organized 

as a bakery, with bowls, 

flour, yeast, cream. Children, 

under the guidance of the 

teacher, realize dough. Then 

they shape cookies of various 

sizes. Using food dye and 

whipped cream, they decorate 

and color them. 

The classroom is 

organized as a bakery, with 

bowls, flour, yeast, cream.  

Children, under the 

guidance of the teacher, 

realized dough cakes of 

different shapes, sizes. 

Using food dye and 

whipped cream they 

decorate and color them. 

The classroom is organized 

as a bakery, with bowls, flour, 

yeast, cream. Children watch a 

short film about making cakes 

and realizes they can prepare 

dough in various shapes, sizes. 

Using food dye and whipped 

cream they decorate and color 

them. 
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Theme: 

At the farm - counting 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

  Children, seated on the 

floor, watch a short film 

about animal farm, where 

chickens and horses are 

presented. 

Horses include (1) and 

chickens (2). 

Children seated on the 

floor and watch a short film 

about animal farm, where 

chickens and horses are 

presented. 

Horses include (1) and 

chickens (2). Children 

repeat, in chorus. 

Children, seated on the floor, 

watch a short film about animal 

farm, where chickens and 

horses are presented. 

Horses include (1) and 

chickens (2). Children are 

asked to repeat the gestures of 

hens and horses. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Teacher starts from a film 

about the animal farm, where 

children see chickens, horses 

and dogs. 

Children count dogs (3), 

horses (4) and chickens (5). 

Then, they indicate groups 

and make corresponding 

figure. 

 

Teacher starts from a film 

about the animal farm, 

where children see chickens, 

horses and dogs. 

Children count dogs (3), 

horses (4) and chickens (5).  

Then, they indicate the 

corresponding figure for 

each group and they imitate 

animal sounds, counting: 

dogs (3), horses (4) and 

chickens (5). 

Teacher starts from a film 

about the animal farm, where 

children see chickens, horses 

and dogs. 

Children count dogs (3), 

horses (4) and chickens (5).  

Then, they indicate the 

corresponding figure for each 

group and they imitate animal 

sounds, counting: dogs (3), 

horses (4) and chickens (5). 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Role play: the group of 

hens (7), the group of pigs 

(8), the group of calves (9). 

Children dressed up properly, 

build sets and indicate the 

corresponding figure. They 

can change the role. 

Role play: the group of 

hens (7), the group of pigs 

(8), the group of calves (9). 

Children dressed up 

properly, build sets and 

indicate the corresponding 

figure, then they imitate 

animal sounds, counting. 

They can chenge the role. 

Role play: the group of hens 

(7), the group of pigs (8), the 

group of calves (9). Children 

dressed up properly, build sets 

and indicate the corresponding 

figure,then they imitate animal 

sounds, counting. They can 

change the role. 
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Theme: 

Autumn Leaves 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are shown 

autumn leaves of different 

shapes and colors. 

The children state the 

colors of the  leaves in the 

trees during the autumn 

season: green, yellow, rusty, 

red etc. 

The children repeat 

the colors of the leaves 

in the trees during the 

autumn season: green, 

yellow, rusty and red. 

The children extract from a 

basket some autumn leaves and 

classify them by color (green, 

yellow, rusty, red) sticking them on 

the board in the appropriate group. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are shown 

autumn leaves of different 

shapes and colors. 

The children state the 

colors of the  leaves in the 

trees during the autumn 

season (green, yellow, rusty, 

red) and identify their form 

(ridged, elongated, round, 

cordate) 

Together with the 

teacher, the children 

interpret a song called 

Rusty leaves. 

The children extract from a 

basket some autumn leaves and 

classify them by shape (ridged, 

elongated, round, cordate), sticking 

them on the board in the appropriate 

group. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

In a basket there are 

autumn leaves. 

Each child extracts a leaf 

and describes it: color, shape 

(ridged, elongated, round, 

cordate), size (comparing), 

smooth or rough, thick or 

thin, wide or narrow, shiny or 

matte, long or short. 

The children repeat 

the notions:  ridged, 

elongated, round and 

cordate. 

Each child receives a worksheet 

on which he/she must draw, at the 

request of the teacher: a rusty 

ridged leaf / a green elongated leaf / 

a round yellow leaf  / a cordate leaf 

etc. 
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Theme: Dimension 

Big – Small 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are seated in 

circle and in the middle are big 

and little dolls. 

The children choose the big 

dolls and they put them in the 

big house, and then the little 

ones they put them in the little 

house. 

They show by associations 

which is the big doll and 

which is the little one. 

The children are seated in 

circle and in the middle are big 

and little dolls. 

They say the word big and 

the children choose the big 

dolls and put them in the big 

house. 

Then they say the word 

little and the children put the 

little dolls in the little house. 

They repeat the two words 

showing the dolls (big and 

little). 

The children are seated in 

circle, and in the middle are 

same kind of toys little and big. 

Each child goes in the 

middle and chooses a big toy 

and then a little one, putting 

them in the right house. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are seated in 

semicircle on chairs and on the 

carpet they have little and big 

geometric tracks in different 

forms, but with the same 

color. 

On the carpet there are two 

circles. 

The children choose the big 

pieces and they put them in the 

big circle, and the little ones in 

the little circle. 

The children are seated in 

semicircle on chairs and on the 

carpet they have little and big 

geometric tracks in different 

forms, but with the same color. 

On the carpet there are two 

circles. 

The children choose the big 

pieces and they put them in the 

big circle, and the little ones in 

the little circle, repeating each 

choice: big and little 

The children go in to the 

classroom, they are 

alternatively placed a big child 

and then a little one. They pass 

by the table with geometric 

tracks. 

Each one has to choose a 

geometric track depending on 

how big they are, and after that 

they seat in their chairs. 

Finally they form the group 

of big tracks and the group of 

little tracks. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The group is seated as at 

school, children having 

baskets of fruits cut of four 

sizes. 

They place the fruits in 

ascending order of size, then 

in order of decreasing, 

verbalizing and explaining 

how the settlement. 

The group is seated as at 

school, children having baskets 

of fruits cut of four sizes. 

The teacher pronounces the 

word small and small children 

choose fruits, then slightly 

larger, bigger and biggest. 

They place the fruits in 

ascending order of size, then in 

order of decreasing, 

verbalizing and explaining how 

the settlement. 

The group is seated as at 

school, children having baskets 

of fruits to cut of four sizes. 

The smaller children cut 

fruits and place them to the 

left, then those a little older 

place them on the right side. 

They place the fruits in 

ascending order of size, then in 

order of decreasing, 

verbalizing and explaining how 

the settlement. 
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Theme: 

Breathing 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children are asked to 

breathe in and look at the 

neighbors and say what they 

notice (chest movements - 

lifting and sagging of 

shoulders to inhale and 

exhale) 

Children are asked to 

breathe in and listen to the 

breath, distinguishing 

between sounds. 

Children are seated in a 

circle, and they are asked to 

breathe in and touch the chest 

of their neighbor on the right, 

observing the regular 

movement of the chest when 

breathing. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 Children will watch a 

PowerPoint presentation 

about the importance of lungs 

and how they function. 

Preschoolers listen to a 

CD that presents breathing 

in and out, and how the 

lungs are affected by a cold. 

Children receive casts of 

the lungs, observing their 

texture, shape and color. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

To observe breath, you 

can use as teaching material, 

a plastic bottle, which is cut 

at the bottom, sticking 

instead a plastic bag; instead 

of the cap, put in its place a 

balloon. 

Children are asked to pull 

the bag and observe what 

happens to the balloon - it 

swells when the bag is 

pushed into the bottle and 

deflates when the bag is 

pulled out from the bottle. 

To observe breath, you 

can use as teaching material, 

a plastic bottle, which is cut 

at the bottom, sticking 

instead a plastic bag; put in 

its place a balloon. 

Children are asked to 

listen to the sound that he 

balloon makes when the baf 

is moved, and associate it 

with the sounds of breathing 

- inhaling / exhaling. 

You can use as teaching 

material, a plastic bottle, which 

is cut at the bottom, sticking 

instead a plastic bag; put in its 

place a balloon. 

Preschoolers will all 

experience this artificial 

breathing, using the artificial 

lung. 
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Theme: 

Stalk 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are presented a 

chrysanthemum with root.  

Children's attention is directed 

towards the plant which grows 

from the root. The stalk is 

described. 

Note – the stalk is green, long, 

thin, it grows upwards, leaves grow 

on it, the flower grows on the top. 

The children 

verbalise the 

observations of the 

experiments done in the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

The children touch the 

stalk of the chrysanthemum 

and describe it. 

Observation - the stalk is 

hard, thin and leaves grow on 

it. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The educator puts a celery stalk, 

which has leaves, into a bowl of 

water coloured with blue ink. 

Note - after a few hours, the 

celery stalk and leaves will become 

blue. 

Conclusion – the stalk carries 

water with minerals from the soil 

to the leaves. 

The children 

verbalise the 

observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments done in the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

The children break the 

chrysanthemum stalk. 

Note- the two parts are wet 

inside. 

Conclusion – the stalk 

carries the water with 

minerals from the soil to the 

leaves. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

A chrysanthemum stalk and one 

of onion are presented to the 

children. The children describe the 

two stalks. 

Note – the chrysanthemum stalk 

is green, hard, long, thin, grows up 

in the air, leaves grow on it, the 

flower grows at its top.  

The stalk of the onion is round, 

it consists of sheets, it is hard, 

leaves grow from it and at the 

bottom it has whiskers which form 

the root. 

The stalk of the onion grows in 

the ground and it is called bulb. 

The children 

verbalise the 

observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments done in the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

On teacher's table, there 

are placed some plants with 

roots: onions, wheat, tulip, 

geranium, snowdrop, lily, 

chrysanthemum and garlic.  

The children are asked to 

group the plants according to 

their type of stalk. 

Conclusion – there are 

linear stalks of wheat, 

geranium, chrysanthemum: 

and there are also bulbs: 

onion, garlic, snowdrop, lily 

and tulip. 
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Theme: 

Sweet water- Salty water 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Use two pots with water (one 

with fresh water and the other 

with salty water). An object will 

be sunk in the bowl with fresh 

water (sweet water), and then in 

the one with salt water. It will 

be noted that, in the bowl of salt 

water, the object floats. 

Children verbalise the 

observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments described in 

the other two styles. 

The children will immerse 

the objects in the fresh water 

and salt water. It can be 

observed that most of the 

objects float in the salty water. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Use two pots with water (one 

with fresh water and the other 

salty water) and two cubes. 

Place them to float and mark the 

level of their floating line. 

Note: The cube in the salty 

water pot has a lower floating 

level lower than the one in the 

fresh water pot. 

Conclusion: salty water is 

denser than fresh water. 

The children verbalise 

the observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments described in 

the other two styles. 

The children will use 

different objects that they sink 

in fresh water and salty water. 

Use light objects (rubber 

objects, boats, buoys, etc.), but 

also stones, seashells and sand. 

Note: heavy objects, like 

stones, sink regardless of the 

density of water. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Pour water into a tall glass 

until it fills half way, add about 

six tablespoons of salt, and then 

fill with it with plain water, so 

do not stir the composition. 

Take a raw egg and allow it to 

float on the surface of the liquid. 

Salty water is denser than plain 

water; therefore it will 

determine any object to float. 

Thus, when the egg reaches the 

surface of the glass, it will sink 

in the clear water, but it will 

stop somewhere at the half of 

the glass, where it "hits” the 

layer of much saltier liquid. 

The children verbalise 

the observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments described in 

the other two styles. 

Using the same principle - a 

glass half filled with salty 

water, half with fresh water, the 

children will sink different 

objects - stones, shells, sand, 

cubes, wooden plugs, oranges, 

etc. 

Note – the sinking of the 

objects depends not only on the 

density of water, but also on 

the shape, weight or air in the 

object. 
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Theme: 

Change Of Shapes – Deformation 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher inflates a long, 

cylindrical balloon. The teacher 

will make a dog out of it then 

will proceed to ask the children 

where did the initial balloon go. 

Observation – the teacher 

changed the initial shape of the 

balloon. 

 

Repeat the 

visual and 

kinesthetic 

observations. 

Each child gets a ball of Play-

Doh. They get the task of making a 

plate or a similar object out of the 

ball. Then, they‟re asked where did 

the ball go. 

Observation – the children 

changed the shape of the object, from 

a ball to a plate. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher cuts a big piece 

of cardboard into small pieces 

and eventually tries to make the 

initial cardboard out of the 

pieces that were cut. 

Observation – after being 

cut or torn apart, objects won‟t 

go back to their initial shape on 

their own. 

Repeat the 

visual and 

kinesthetic 

observations. 

Each child gets a piece of paper. 

The teacher asks them to make a ball 

of paper by crumpling it, then to put 

the final object on the table. Then, 

the teacher asks them if the paper 

will come back to its initial shape. 

Observation – after being 

crumpled, the paper changed its 

shape and did not go back to its 

initial state (plastic deformation). 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On the teacher‟s table there is 

an inflated balloon and a Play-

Doh ball. The teacher presses 

both of the objects. 

Observation – after the 

teacher took her/his hand off the 

object, the balloon came back to 

its initial shape (elastic 

deformation),  but the Play-Doh 

didn‟t. (plastic deformation) 

Repeat the 

visual and 

kinesthetic 

observations. 

The children get the task of 

grouping objects around them into 

objects that go back to their initial 

shape after being used (eraser, ball, 

sponge) and objects that do not go 

back to their initial shape after being 

used (Play-Doh, paper, chewing 

gum). 
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Theme: 

Chemical elements 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

We present the working 

materials for an experiment: a 

bowl, aluminum foil, 

toothpicks, meringue, 

transparent sheet. 

 

The children listen some 

rules that have to be 

respected when they help 

theirs mothers cooking. 

 

The children have to touch 

every object used  to realize  

the experiment in order to 

identify it. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children have to watch 

a PPT about the materials 

which retain and conduct 

heat. They observe that after 

the experiment the meringue 

became softer.  

Blindfold the children 

have to identify the 

materials used în the 

experiment: by kicking they 

identify the bowl, by 

listening the rustling they 

can differentiate the 

aluminum foil from the 

transparent sheet.  

The children cover the 

bowl, already  filled with the 

meringue,the toothpicks, 

aluminum foil with the 

transparent sheet and they put 

the bowl in the sun. After a 

while they touch the meringue 

from the bowl. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On a table we put: a bowl, 

aluminum foil, transparent 

sheet, toothpicks and 

meringue. 

The children observed that 

the meringue melted under 

the influence of the heat. 

 

The children listen the 

way în which the 

experiment will be realized 

and the steps which have to 

be followed. 

They listen the  

explanation: the transparent 

sheet allowed the sunlight to 

enter the bowl. The 

transparent sheet reflect the 

sunlight into the bowl and it 

maintain it so the meringue 

melts. 

We make an experiment 

using the materials from the 

table.  We wrap the bowl in an 

aluminum foil. In the meringue 

we put the toothpicks so that 

they can stay în the bowl 

without touching the margins. 

We cover the bowl with a 

transparent sheet and we put it 

to the sun for an hour and 30 

minutes so that the sun can  

touch the meringue. In the end 

the meringue should be soft 

and melted. 
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Theme: 

Chemical elements 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

We present to the children 

the material for the 

experiment - dirty coins, 

vinegar, wipes, a glass. 

 

The cildren must identify 

the noise done by the coin in 

free fall. 

 

The children must mould 

plasticine in the form of 

different sizes coins. 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children receive 

different values coins. They 

have to observe and to 

describe the characteristics 

which make coins to be 

different.  

 

The children listen the 

noise produced by a bigger 

coin and a noise produced 

by a smaller coin. They 

have to identify the stronger 

sound and to explain why it 

was stronger than the other 

sound. 

 

The child must introduce in 

a glass whose content is 

already prepared,a rusty coin 

and he observes that the coin 

changes it s colour because of 

the substances. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

We put on a table : dirty 

coins, vinegar, wipes, a glass. 

The children must identify 

each element and to 

exemplify a few situations 

when we can use each 

element or all elements 

together. After the first phase 

when we put only the 

vinegar, the children observe 

that the coin remains the 

same. After all the 

experiment the children 

observe that if they don't  

clean the coin after they 

remove it from the vinegar, it 

will became greenish. 

We demand the children 

to listen some informations 

about the methods that can 

be used for cleaning 

differents metals. 

The children listen 

the necessary indications in 

order to achieve the 

experiment. 

We achieve an experiment 

using the materials on the table. 

A child put in the glass the 

vinegar and he dips the rusty 

coin in it. Nothing changes so 

we add salt and we mix up. The 

child gets the coin and he 

observes that it's clean. We 

clean it with the wipes to 

obtain the brilliance. 
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Theme: 

Plants world 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

We present to the 

children a plant with its 

root. They have to describe 

it.  

We explain to the children 

what a plant is answhere we 

can find it. They are asked if 

they know some plants and 

they have to name them. 

The children receive some 

leaves and petals which they 

have to touch and define the 

texture (rough or fine). 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We show to the children 

a plant and we  present each 

part of the plant. We 

explain them which is the 

role of every part of the 

plant. 

The children listen a short 

story about the life of plants 

and about the way they are 

helped by the  root, the stem, 

the leaves and the flowers 

forming a little family where 

everyone has an important 

role.  

The children plant a flower 

in a flowerpot digging a little 

pit in the soil and fixing it s 

root and wetting it to grow. 

 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children have in 

front of them two plants: 

one with a root and the 

other without the root. Both 

of them are planted in a 

flowerpot. They observe 

them and they name their 

components.  

We don‟t precise them 

the difference between the 

two plants. 

The children listen and 

watch a powerpoint about the 

components of the plants and 

about the negative effects 

which the lack of the single 

one of them produce in the 

body of the plant. They have 

to imagine that one single 

member of their family is 

missing. What do they feel 

about this? The children also 

observed that the plant whose 

root is cut dried. 

A child raise a flower from 

the flowerpot holding the stem. 

The plant raise the flowerpot 

also. Another child raised the 

second plant which had it s root 

cut and he he observes that he 

has the plant in his hand.  

The conclusion is that the 

root fixes the plant in the soil 

and it extract from the soil the 

water and the nourishing 

substances. 

So without the root the plant 

dies. 
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Theme: 

Nature 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher shows to the 

children more plants. They 

describe the plants, saying what 

shape and what color their parts 

have. For example: the root has 

many brown threads; the strain 

resembles with the straw in it is 

green; the leaves are oval and 

green; the flower is round and 

red. 

 

The teacher tells to the 

children some riddles about 

the component parts of the 

plant, they must identify the 

correct answers. 

 

 

 

The children need to 

shape a plant from 

plasticine and from clay 

and water they have to 

shape an imaginary 

flowerpot. 

 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children must recognize 

the plants that are in front of 

them and to say in what season 

we can find them.They have to 

find differences between the two 

plants. 

They observe how the plants 

they planted evolve. 

 

The children listen to a 

brief description of a plant, 

they have to identify it, to 

name the places where we 

can find it and the blossoming 

season. The teacher says to 

the children that the flowers 

mustnʼt be broken from the 

place they grow because they 

give us the oxygen that 

supports life. 

The children plant in the 

yard of the kindergarten 

more plants. They dig 

several pits, bigger and 

smaller, where they plant 

various flowers or trees. 

Then they go and care for 

them every day. 

 

 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

In front of the children there 

are more plants.They to identify 

the places where they grow and 

when the plants grow.They have 

to name the parts of the plants 

and to describe them, 

identifying the similarities and 

the differences between them. 

After the experiment they 

observe that the plant sweats, 

the walls of the bell sweat but 

they also breathe, so the plant 

dries in a few days because of 

the absence of air. 

A child creates a tale about 

a flower chosen by him but 

unknown by the others which 

they need to identify and to 

find its place among similar 

plants. 

 

 

 

We realise an 

experiment using a plant 

and a glass bell. On the 

plant the children have 

planted in the days 

preceding the experiment 

they place a glass bell. 

The children break the 

leaves of a plant to observe 

the role of chef in the life 

of a plant leaf. 
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Theme: 

Plant's life 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children have în front 

of them more types of seeds 

and they have to describe 

their form and size. 

 

We explain to the 

children that the plants have 

seeds with different forms 

and sizes. 

 

The children get differents 

types of seeds and they have to 

arrange them according to their 

form and size. 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

In front of the children 

there are two plants. They 

have to identify the 

components of the plants and 

to describe them. 

 

The children listen an 

audio document about the 

life of plants, the 

components and their 

importance in nature. 

 

We demand the children to 

realize a picture from the seeds 

on a traced outline. 

 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children have în front 

of them two plants. They 

have to identify their 

components, to describe them 

and to find similarities and 

differences. They observe 

that the seeds without water 

remain the same and the 

seeds with water inflated and 

they have white  

threads and those with 

detergentwater dried.  

They listen an audio 

document about the natureʼs 

pollution and the effects for 

the plants. We explain that 

the first seeds remains the 

same because of the lack of 

the water and the seeds from 

the detergent water dried 

because of the pollution. 

Only the seeds from the 

clean water developed in 

normal conditions. 

They have to separate the 

seeds of the two plants and to 

arrange them in the geminates: 

the first without water, the 

second with clean water and 

the third with detergent water. 

They put them in a showcase. 
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Theme: 

At the Zoo 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children are seated in a circle 

on the carpet. 

The teacher presents the 

wildlife: bear, fox, hedgehog, 

monkey, naming them and 

imitating their voice. 

Children are seated in a 

circle on the carpet. 

The teacher imitates the 

voices of the animals, and 

then presents the wildlife to 

the children: bear, fox, 

hedgehog, monkey, naming 

them. 

The children are seated in 

a circle on the carpet. 

The teacher presents the 

wildlife: bear, fox, 

hedgehog, monkeys, naming 

them and imitating their 

voice. 

The children mimic the 

movements of the animals. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are grouped by four, 

each group having the task to 

carry out a collage illustrating 

an animal from the zoo. 

This collage is presented to 

all children and it explains the 

shape and colour of the animal. 

The teacher plays the 

tape with noises from the 

forest. 

The children recognize 

the voice of the animals; 

they find the matching 

images and imitate their 

voice and gestures. 

The children are divided 

into two teams: wildlife and 

domestic animals 

 Each team member 

chooses an animal to imitate 

through gestures, voice, and 

then show its image. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The group is divided into two 

teams: wildlife and visitors. 

The decor of the class is 

arranged appropriately; the 

children have at their disposal   

costumes specific to wildlife.  

In the discussions between 

the teacher and the visitor team, 

she emphasises the shape, 

colour and size of the animals. 

Then the roles are reversed. 

They practice drawing the 

animals. 

The group is divided into 

two teams: wildlife and 

visitors. 

The decor of the class is 

arranged appropriately; the 

children have at their 

disposal costumes specific 

to wildlife. 

In the discussions 

between the teacher and the 

visitor team, she emphasises 

the shape, colour and size of 

the animals. Then the roles 

are reversed. 

 The children practice the 

voice of the animals. 

The group is divided into 

two teams: wildlife and 

visitors. 

The decor of the class is 

arranged appropriately; the 

children have at their 

disposal costumes specific 

to wildlife. 

In the discussions 

between the teacher and the 

visitor team, she emphasises 

the shape, colour and size of 

the animals. Then the roles 

are reversed. 

The children practice the 

movements of the animals. 
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Theme: 
Counting 

EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are seated on 

the floor and watch a short 

film about the circus, which 

shows clowns and athletes. 

They count the clowns (1) 

and athletes (2). 

The children are seated 

on the floor and watch a 

short film with sound about 

the circus, which shows 

clowns and athletes. 

They count the clowns 

(1) and athletes (2) in a 

chorus, repeating and 

clapping. 

The children are seated on 

the floor and watch a short 

film about the circus, which 

shows clowns and athletes. 

They count the clowns (1) 

and athletes (2) The children 

are asked to repeat the gestures 

of clowns and athletes. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The activity starts with a 

short film showing a short 

circus programme with 

clowns (3), athletes (4) and 

trained animals (5). The 

children indicate the groups, 

make sets and attach the 

corresponding figure. 

The activity starts with a 

short film showing a short 

circus programme with 

clowns (3), athletes (4) and 

trained animals (5). The 

children indicate the groups, 

make sets and attach the 

corresponding figure and 

then they imitate the sounds 

of the circus, counting. 

The activity starts with a 

short film showing a short 

circus programme with clowns 

(3), athletes (4) and trained 

animals (5). The children 

indicate the groups, make sets 

and attach the corresponding 

figure and then make 

movements like in the circus 

counting. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Role play: the clowns‟ 

group (7), the athletes‟ group 

(8), the group of the trained 

animals (9). The children 

dress up appropriately, build 

sets and indicate the 

corresponding figure. They 

can change roles. 

Role play: the clowns‟ 

group (7), the athletes‟ group 

(8), the group of the trained 

animals (9). The children 

dress up appropriately, build 

sets and indicate the 

corresponding figure, and 

then imitate sounds specific 

to the circus, counting and 

amusing themselves. They 

can change roles. 

Role play: the clowns‟ 

group (7), the athletes‟ group 

(8), the group of the trained 

animals (9). The children 

imitate the activities specific to 

the circus, dressing up 

appropriately. They build sets 

and indicate the corresponding 

figure.  They can change roles. 
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Theme: 

Counting 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher presents to children 

a board depicting a flower with 4 

petals and a ladybug with 5 black 

spots on its back. The children 

must count them. 

The teacher confirms when they 

count correctly and they show with 

their fingers the number. 

The teacher presents to 

children a board depicting a 

flower with 4 petals and a 

ladybug with 5 black spots on its 

back. She asks the children to 

answer aloud to this song: 

 

Look at the flower, 

Count its petals. 

How many black spots 

Does the ladybug have on its 

back? 

The teacher presents to children a 

board depicting a flower with 4 petals 

and a ladybug with 5 black spots on 

its back. The children need to count 

them touching each petal and black 

spot. After each count, they are 

helped to show that number using 

their fingers. 

For the correct answers, the children 

will get applauses. 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher presents to children 

a magnetic board on which there 

are 5 magnets representing carrots. 

The children must count them. 

The teacher confirms when they 

count correctly and shows them 

with her fingers the number five. 

Then she takes two carrots and asks 

them to count how many remained. 

The teacher then puts a magnet 

representing a dog. The children 

need to say how many dogs they 

see. The teacher confirms when 

they count correctly and shows 

them with her fingers the number 

one. Then she adds two dogs and 

asks them to count how many dogs 

there are now on the board. 

The same system as for the 

visual style is used, but the 

instructions are given in the form 

of poetry: 

The eared bunny 

Has  gathered five carrots 

But it ate two of them 

And it was left with two of them… 

 

A dog, whose I do not know, 

Went for a walk 

And behold, from a forest, 

Other two come out. 

Tell us, in good cheer, how many 

Play together today? 

The same system as for the visual 

style is used.  

The children must count putting 

their hand on each carrot and dog. 

After each count, they are helped to 

show that number using their fingers. 

For correct answers, the children will 

get applauses. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The same system as for the 

previous group is used, but now we 

will use more objects: 10 baskets to 

which we add 1, 12 mushrooms to 

which we then subtract two. 

The same system is used as in 

the auditory style, but the 

instructions are given in the form 

of poetry: 

I picked in the woods today 

Ten baskets of berries. 

I pick another basket. 

Tell me if you're smart 

How many berries baskets 

I gathered in the forest? 

 

           On the forest path 

Twelve mushrooms gathered 

Two got very angry 

And went home. 

How many remained to talk? 

The same system is used, but now 

the children must count by putting 

their hand on each basket and 

mushroom. After each count, they are 

helped to show that number using 

their fingers. 

For correct answers, the children 

will get applauses. 
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Theme: 
Counting And Having Fun 

EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are seated on 

the carpet. On the table there 

are palettes, figures and 

musical instruments-toys. 

The teacher stand up the 

number one palette and a child 

goes to the table and presses an 

instrument once, and does the 

same for the number two. 

The children are seated 

in semicircle holding their 

hands. 

The teacher uses 

musical instruments to do 

one sound, the children are 

slapping their hands and 

their foot once. 

The children say the 

wright number. They do 

the same thing for the 

number two. 

The children are seated in 

circle, holding their hands. 

The teacher uses the 

numbers song. 

In the stanza about number 

one the children take one step 

in the front, in the stanza about 

number two the children take 

two steps in the front and then 

they clap their hands and their 

foot. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are seated in 

circle on the carpet. On the 

table there are palettes, figures 

and musical instruments- toys. 

The teacher stand up the 

number one to five palettes and 

a child goes to the table and 

does as many sounds as the 

number. 

The children do the sounds 

and the teacher says the 

number. 

The children are seated 

in semicircle holding their 

hands. 

The teacher uses 

musical instruments to do 

several sounds. 

The children are 

slapping their hands and 

their feet as many times as 

sounds. The children say 

the right number.  

The children are seated in 

circle, holding their hands. 

The teacher uses the play 

recorder listening the numbers 

song. 

At the number one stanza 

the children take one step in 

front and they do the same for 

the next stanzas. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are seated in 

circle on the carpet. On the 

table there are palettes, figures 

and musical instruments - toys. 

The teacher stand up the 

number one to nine palette. 

A child goes to the table 

and does as many sounds as 

the number. 

The children build group of 

toys. 

The children are seated 

in semicircle holding their 

hands. 

The teacher uses 

musical instruments to do 

several sounds, the 

children are slapping their 

hands and their feet as 

many times as sounds. 

The children say the 

wright number. 

The children are seated in 

circle, holding their hands. 

The teacher uses the play 

recorder listening the numbers 

song. 

At the number one stanza 

the children take one step at 

front and they do the same for 

the next stanzas. 

The children dance. 
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Theme: 

Colors and fruits 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher will present 

the fruit basket. 

The child shall take the red 

apple and repeats the word 

red. 

The child shall take the red 

cherry and repeats the word 

red. 

The child says the word 

red and chooses a red fruit. 

The teacher will present 

the fruit basket.  

The child hears the song 

which repeats the word red 

and he shall indicate the red 

apple. 

The child repeats the 

word red and chooses 

another red fruit. 

The child repeats the 

melody and then chooses a 

red fruit. 

 

The teacher will present the 

fruit basket. 

On the carpet are seated 

fruits of divere colors. The 

child chooses the red fruit and 

repeats the word red. 

The child goes to the fruit 

basket after  he reaps the red 

fruits. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher will present 

the fruit basket. 

The child identifies the 

fruits in the basket and names 

them. He picks a fruit, names 

it and tells the color. 

The child chooses a token 

on which it is draw a dot 

unnatural red, yellow or 

green light and chooses from 

the basket the fruit of that 

color. 

 

The teacher will present 

the fruit basket.  

The child hears the song 

of the colors. When it is 

mentioned the name of a 

color, the child chooses a 

fruit of that color of the 

basket. The child repeats the 

color and chooses a fruit. 

Then he makes groups of 

fruits of the same color. 

On the carpet are seated 

fruits of divere colors. The 

child identifies the fruit  and 

the color by participating to the 

play To Pick Fruits. 

The child goes to the fruit 

basket where he chooses those 

fruits of the same color and put 

them in the basket  of suitable 

color. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher will present 

the fruit basket. The child 

chooses a fruit and identifies 

one of the following 

attributes: color, shape, size. 

The child identifies in the 

basket all the fruits of the 

same kind, form a crowd and 

chooses the turnover 

corresponding to the number 

of items. 

 

The teacher will present 

the fruit basket. 

The child says loudly a 

color, after which  he 

chooses the fruits of the 

same color from the basket. 

He forms a crowd, identifies 

the corresponding figure 

and then sings turnover 

stanza. 

On the carpet is a piano 

keyboards of different colors. 

The child chooses from the 

basket a citrus fruit which 

names it and place it on the flap 

of the same color. 

He repeats until the end of 

the fruits in the basket, then 

chooses suitable figures. It can 

be create a competition. 
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Theme: Graphics 

Drawings On Asphalt 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children are seated in a circle 

on blankets, in the school yard. 

They are looking at the 

fence, building, trees, 

walkways. 

On the asphalt there are 

painted figures that they have to 

unite and to show what 

resembles drawing obtained. 

Children are seated in a 

circle on blankets, in the 

school yard. 

The teacher shows them 

the fence that is linear and 

the curved paths form. 

The teacher explains the 

words straight and curved 

line, then draw straight and 

curved lines on asphalt. 

 

Children are seated in 

two rows in the school yard. 

The first row makes their 

way straight to the fence 

after a flagpoles circuit and 

the second circuit after the 

road curved milestones. 

Then change the route 

between rows. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are in the yard, 

where objects are placed at 

different distances. 

The teacher asks them to 

identify the right path to the 

objects, then the curved road to 

the same objects, children 

drawing with colored chalk 

these roads. 

Then the children will have 

to separate the straight toys 

from the curved toys, depending 

on the shape of the object. 

Children are in the yard, 

where objects are placed at 

different distances. The 

teacher asks them to identify 

the right path to an object, 

then the shortest one. 

Children draw straight 

lines and curved lines. 

Then the children will 

have to separate the straight 

toys from the curved toys, 

depending on the shape of 

the object. 

 

Children are in the yard, 

where objects are placed at 

different distances. 

The teacher asks them to 

walk the straight and then 

curved path to the objects 

using various steps. 

Then they draw straight 

lines and curved lines 

forming a picture. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The group is divided in two 

teams. Each of them has to draw 

a picture with straight / curved 

lines. 

Evaluation is performed by a 

gallery tour. 

The group is seated in a 

circle. 

The teacher is in the 

middle, presenting objects 

which have straight edges, 

curves or combined. 

Children compare the 

edges and then perform a 

design with straight / curved 

lines on asphalt. 

 

In the school yard, 

several roads are traced 

using marks. 

The group is divided into 

three teams and each one 

has to complete a route, 

explaining the form of route: 

straight, curved, combined. 

Then they will draw a 

similar route. 
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We present the earth globe. 

We identify the predominant 

form and color (analogy the 

form of a ball). 

Observation – The earth has 

a round form, the predominant 

color is blue. 

The children 

verbalize the 

observations and 

the conclusions of 

the experiments for 

the visual and 

kinesthetic styles.  

The children shape with plasticine 

the earth globe- a sphere. 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The governess rotates the 

earth globe around its own axis. 

Conclusion – The Earth 

performs the rotation movement 

around its own axis.  

 

 

The children 

verbalize the 

observations and 

the conclusions of 

the experiments for 

the visual and 

kinesthetic style. 

The children shape with plasticine 

the earth globe – a sphere flattened at 

the top and bottom- They introduce a 

stick through the center of the sphere 

and they spin it around the sphere. So 

we modelate the rotation movement 

of the Earth around its own axis. 

Conclusion – The Earth rotates 

around its own axis. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The governess places the 

Earth globe in front of a light 

bulb (the sun) and she sticks a 

piece of colored paper on the 

sun s surface in front of the light 

source. She rotates the earth 

globe around its axis until the 

place covered with colored 

paper is on the opposite side. 

Observation – on the Earth 

globe side situated to the sun 

will be day and to the opposite 

side will be night. 

Conclusion – the rotation 

movement of the earth around 

its axis determines the formation 

of the days and nights. 

The children 

verbalize the 

observations and 

the conclusions of 

the experiments for 

the visual and 

kinesthetic style. 

A child with a star on his head sits 

in the center of a circle formed by 

nine children (each child has the 

name of the solar system planet). 

Each of these nine children rotates 

slowly around them. 

So the solar system takes birth and 

the rotation movement also 

Conclusion – The Earth moves 

around its axis. 
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The teacher inflates a 

balloon and approach it to a 

wall at a small distance, 

without touching. The 

balloon is rubbed vigorously 

with a piece of wool and 

approached again. 

The balloon will stick to 

the wall. Children notice that 

after rubbing, the balloon is 

attracted to the wall. 

Children see images of 

rain with thunder and 

lightning. 

The lightning is like a 

spark of light and occurs 

between two clouds close. 

The teacher gives each child a 

ruler and paper. Children do 

little pieces of paper. They will 

rub vigorously rip hair or clothes 

and then will approach the ruler 

to the paper. 

By friction, the ruler attracts 

the little pieces of paper. 

attract. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher inflates two 

balloons and binds them with 

string.  Children rub both 

balloons with a piece of 

wool.  

The teacher picks up the 

middle thread and let the 

balloons hang. By friction, 

the balloons are charged with 

the same electricity and repel 

themselves. 

Children listen to two 

thunders at small intervals 

of time: one is stronger 

and the other one is 

weaker. 

 The teacher asks 

children to tell if lightning 

is approaching or 

departing. 

The teacher gives children 

four drinking juice straws. He 

sits on the table, in parallel, two 

straws, at a distance of one 

eraser. The teacher rubs the other 

two straws with a piece of wool, 

then put one straw over the table. 

The last straw will be suspended.   

The children notice that by 

friction the two straws are 

charged with the same electricity 

and repel. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher rubs a metal 

tray of a sheet of plastic, 

fixing pan with a piece of 

plasticine. In the room is 

dark. The teacher lifts the 

tray, bonded with clay and 

approaches a coin. The 

contact between the tray and 

the coin produce a small 

lightning. By friction with 

air, clouds so as the tray, 

charge with electricity. 

Children view a 

summer rain with thunders 

and lightning. 

Children are asked to 

count the time between 

lightning and thunder. 

Light and sound have 

different speeds. 

Children make one star of a 

square sheet of paper. They stick 

a toothpick in an eraser and 

suspended the star with its center 

over the toothpick. 

Then the children rub a straw 

juice by a piece of wool and 

moved over the star. 

By friction, the straw was 

charged with electricity and 

attract the paper. 
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On the desk there is a 

glass vessel of water and two 

identical balls: a ping-pong 

one and a plasticine one. 

Children are asked to 

indicate which body can 

float. 

After a time the 

experiment is repeated. 

It reproduces the 

sound of: ship, train and 

car. 

Children indicate the 

floating body. 

The teacher gives children 

different objects and a bucket of 

water. 

She asks them to group those 

which float. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

On the desk there is a 

glass vessel in which the 

teacher pours the oil.  

Children are asked what 

happens if we pour oil over 

water. 

Oil is lighter than water 

and floats on the water 

surface. 

It reproduces the 

sounds of birds.  

Children indicate 

those that can float. 

Children shape a big dough ball 

and put it into a bucket of water. 

The ball is heavy and does not 

float. Then, children create a 

plasticine boat and placed it in the 

bucket of water. The boat is 

floating. 

Children notice that plasticine 

boat changed the form and has kept 

the weight. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher pours water 

into a glass, up to a half and 

insert an egg. The egg does 

not float. 

Pour about ten teaspoons 

salt, stir and introduce the 

egg. The egg floats. 

Salt water can support the 

weight of the egg. 

It presents the sound 

of a ship at sea, 

surrounded by dolphins. 

Children have to 

recognize the place and 

to indicate who floats.  

They notice that boat 

floats and the dolphin 

swims. 

Children create a tray of dough 

and place it in a bowl with water. 

The teacher makes a mark at 

water level and place small items 

on the tray. Children notice that the 

tray can hold a maximum load, then 

sinking. 

Water can no longer support the 

weight of the tray and the objects 

on it. 
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The objects for experiment are 

presented: a raw egg and two 

glasses of water. Children are 

seated in a circle and are called to 

observe them. When asked, the 

children will conclude that there is 

no difference between them. Then 

the teacher shows them how the 

egg floats when placed in a glass 

and sinks in the other. She 

indicates the glass in which the egg 

sank and she says it's usual, sweet 

water, and the glass in which it 

floats is with saltwater. 

The children listen to the 

teacher„s information about 

the fact that an object floats 

in salt water and sinks in 

fresh water. She advises them 

to put their ear next to glass 

when she puts the egg in the 

two glasses to hear what 

happens to him. 

Then ask them to close 

their eyes and identify based 

on the sound what glass (with 

saltwater or freshwater) the 

egg was put. 

The teacher gives the egg to 

the children to touch and then 

the two glasses of water to 

identify what kind of water it is. 

The children will conclude that 

the egg is heavy and the two 

glasses have salty water and 

sweet water. 

The teacher guides them to 

put the egg successively in the 

glasses as to see what happens. 

They do this and conclude that 

the egg sinks in freshwater and 

floats in salty water. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

After doing the experiment 

presented above, the children are 

asked to think about other objects 

in their environment that will 

behave like the egg used in the 

experiment. They watch a 

PowerPoint material about various 

water sources and express their 

opinion on what kind of water it is 

and whether the egg would sink or 

float in it. 

After doing the 

experiment presented above, 

children are asked to sink 

other objects in salty and 

sweet water and listen to 

what happens. They also 

listen to the teacher's 

explanations about the 

objects that float in salty 

water and why this happens. 

Children have their eyes 

covered and must touch in turn 

the egg and water. They must 

recognize the two elements and 

specify what differentiates them. 

Then they do the experiment 

presented above, experimenting 

then with other objects in the 

same way. The teacher 

encourages them to look around 

the class for other objects that 

they can use to experiment. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On a table, there are laid two 

eggs and two glasses of water: one 

with plain water and one with salty 

water. Also on the table there are 

other objects - coins, beans, candy 

etc. The children must describe the 

objects and give their opinion 

about which of them will float or 

sink in the water glasses. 

Then put this into practice 

(commenting and concluding on 

their floating and sinking).  

The teacher tells them that those 

objects that have a lower density 

than the water are the one which 

float. 

The children are 

blindfolded and must 

recognize the objects that are 

put into the water based on 

the sound they produce when 

they fall in the salty and 

sweet water. 

The children listen to the 

explanations given by the 

teacher on those objects that 

float in salty water and why 

this happens (the density of 

the water is greater than the 

one of the object). 

The teacher directs children 

to fill several containers with 

different liquids (fresh water, 

salty water, milk, juice, 

chocolate, oil, vinegar, etc.) and 

to experiment with different 

objects (a raw egg, eraser, coins, 

beans, candy, etc.) to see if they 

float or sink. 

The teacher indicates that the 

density of the liquid matters. If 

the density of water is bigger 

than that of the object, it floats, 

as was the case with the egg in 

salty water. 
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The children watch a 

leaf and an apple fall from 

a tree. 

Both objects are 

attracted by Earth but in 

a different way because 

of their shape. 

The children watch the fall of 

meteorites on a video projection. 

The children watch and listen to 

the teacher‟s explanations. 

A balloon is inflated 

and set free. The balloon 

goes up, then falls on the 

floor. 

As long as air comes 

out, the balloon defeats 

Earth’s attraction. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher puts some 

coloured pieces of tinfoil 

inside of a glass container 

filled with water. After 

waiting a couple of 

minutes, the pieces stay 

on the bottom of the 

container thanks to 

Earth‟s attraction. 

However, as the water 

inside is being heated, the 

pieces of tinfoil start 

going up and down. 

The water’s flow can 

lift the pieces. 

Using a video projector, images 

of a man walking on Earth and 

Moon are being presented to the 

children. 

Earth and Moon attract objects 

in different ways. 

The children listen to the 

teacher‟s explanations. 

The class goes to the 

park‟s and pit. 

The teacher forms 

groups of four children and 

each child has to leave a 

single track by moving on 

one foot. 

The children are asked 

to order themselves by 

their weight using the 

depth of their tracks. 

The different 

attraction of Earth shows 

the weights of the 

children. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

One lets a couple of 

cards fall. One falls 

horizontally, the other 

falls standing. The one 

that fell horizontally 

touched the floor last. 

The air beneath 

increases the falling 

object’s surface, which 

makes it falls lower. 

The children repeat this 

experiment using a normal 

piece of paper and a 

crumple done. 

The children are asked to weight 

two identical balls using their 

hands. One ball is made of Play-

Doh, the other is made of rubber. 

The teacher asks the children which 

one will touch the ground first if 

they were to fall. Then, the teacher 

simultaneously drops the balls and 

the children listen to the sound they 

make when they touch the ground. 

The balls touch the floor at the 

same time. The Play-Doh is then 

flattened and the experiment is tried 

again. The rubber ball touches the 

ground first. The fall of objects 

depends on their shape. 

The children have an 

eraser, a piece of paper, a 

piece of thread, a pair of 

scissors and some pins on 

their table. They make 

small parachutes of 

different sizes and they‟re 

fixed to the eraser. 

The parachutes with a 

bigger surface will reach 

the ground slower. 
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The children observe on 

the table in front of them a 

ball, an apple, a box and a 

little house and they have to 

describe their form. 

 

The blind hand is a 

method which help the 

children to discover 

differents objects from a 

bound little bag. The 

children describe the form 

of the object and observe 

their characteristics. 

The children modelate  from 

plasticine differents objects   

related to geometric figures. 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We use some images 

specific for the weather 

phenomenons in order to 

ilustrate the weather from 

that day. The news of the 

day: the presence of the Little 

Robot which wants to be 

helped by the children to 

finish it s house. They have 

to identify the place of some 

geometric forms on the Little 

Robot‟s house. 

The teacher creates a 

brainstorming asking the 

children to remember what 

they learned during the 

maths class.  They have to 

observe if they have next to 

them objects with the 

geometrical forms indicated 

by the teacher. 

I have ten little fingers 

I have a little house 

 

The children blindfold have 

to identify some geometrical 

figures precising their size and 

thickness.  Then  with the help 

of the pieces they have to built 

a little robot. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children have to 

observe the geometrical 

forms from the Dienes kit 

and they have to describe 

them trying to groupe them 

by common points. 

 

 

 

The children listen the 

poetry  We are drawing a 

Little Robot and they have 

to describe the geometricat 

pieces from the poetry. 

 

The children draw on the 

little magnetic boards a little 

robot respecting the 

explanations of the poetry. 

Kidding, playing 

The Little robot challenge you 

To draw it 

And then to compare 

Your drawings 

The head is a bigger oval 

With two eyes like triangles 

The mouth is a smaller oval 

That makes it laughing 

The neck is a rectangle 

And the body a  bigger square 

For the hands and for the legs 

What fits better? 

Four longs rectangles 

For the hands draw also 

fingers 

And for the head three 

antennas 

Your drawings are so pretty 

But has the robot it s name? 
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Children will observe 

geometrical shapes: circle 

and square. They will 

associate the geometrical 

shapes with classroom 

objects (square - boxes, 

boards, TV etc.; circle - ball, 

some boards etc.) 

The children verbalise the 

observations and conclusions of 

the experiments presented in visual 

and kinesthetic styles. 

Blindfolded children 

will recognize the 

geometrical shape. 

Note: children will 

notice that the square 

has corners. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children will receive 

drawings with geometrical 

shapes: circle, square, 

triangle, with different 

attributes (large / small, 

different colours), they will 

have to recognize the 

geometrical shapes and their 

attributes. 

The children will listen to the 

song "Geometrical shapes". 

Conclusion: the children will 

remember the geometrical shapes 

and their attributes from the song 

they heard. 

The children will  

sort the geometrical 

shapes by colour and 

size. 

Note: the children 

will update their 

knowledge on colours, 

sizes and geometrical 

shapes. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children will receive 

cards with different objects 

formed from geometrical 

shapes (house, snowman, 

transportation means), they 

must identify how many 

geometrical shapes are on 

those cards and their 

attributes. 

The children will be reciting the 

poem "The house" (A square I will 

put/ On the corner of the table./I 

will put above a triangle, / And I 

have made a house. / What is the 

house missing now? / I know what 

is missing! / From a rectangle a 

door I‟ll make, / ... and two 

windows/ From squares I‟ve made, 

/ And near the entrance, / I‟ll put a 

circle and another rectangle, / It‟s a 

tree in bloom.). The children are 

asked to build the house according 

to the lyrics listened. 

Children will 

reconstruct the objects 

on the cards using the 

geometrical shapes 

(house, snowman, 

transportation means). 
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The children are asked to 

observe, on a mold, the form 

of a man‟s heart. 

The teacher shows them, in 

that mold of the heart, the 

veins and aortas which pump 

the blood. She shows them 

how the blood circulates 

through them and she 

emphasizes the importance of 

this organ for the body. 

The children are asked to 

listen carefully to the 

teacher's explanations about 

the importance of heart that 

pumps the blood through the 

veins throughout the body. 

The children, under the 

guidance of the teacher, touch 

the mold representing the heart. 

Then they run around the 

classroom and then they feel 

the heartbeat (the pumping of 

the blood), putting their hands 

on the chest. 

Conclusion:  

The heart is the organ that 

pumps blood throughout the 

body. 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children watch a 

movie about the heart‟s 

activity. They have the task 

to find out the role of the 

walls of the heart. 

Note:  

The walls of the heart 

contract (tighten) to pump 

blood to all the body organs. 

The movie will present 

the amplified sounds of the 

heart, and the children are 

asked to close their eyes and 

listen to the heart‟s 

contractions (how it tightens 

and move) that push the 

blood into the aorta and 

pulmonary arteries. 

Under the guidance of the 

teacher, the children are asked 

to model from plasticine 

figurines in the shape of the 

heart. 

Conclusion: 

The heart is shaped like an 

inverted triangle with a round 

top. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are shown a 

drawing representing the 

components of the heart. 

They are asked to look well 

at the internal structure of the 

heart. 

Note:  

At the interior the heart has 

four chambers (two atria and 

two ventricles) through 

which the blood circulates 

and is pumped to the arteries. 

 

 

With the help of a 

medical professional, using 

a stethoscope, the children 

listen to their heartbeat and 

of their colleagues. 

The teacher asks the children 

to draw a picture representing 

the heart and its components, 

including the four chambers 

inside it. 

Conclusion:  

The heart has four small 

rooms: 

- two atria 

- two ventricles. 
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 The air heated by the 

flame inflates a lantern. 

It can be launched on the 

river Barlad. 

We reproduce the 

sounds out of the wind. 

We produce cold air with a 

fan and heat air with a hair dryer. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

On the chair there is a 

bowl of warm water, one 

with cold water, an empty 

bottle and a balloon. We 

introduce the balloon on the 

neck of the bottle and we 

keep the bottle in warm water 

for 2 minutes. The warm air 

from the bottle needs a larger 

space, it exits and it inflates 

the balloon. Children are 

asked to indicate what 

happens if we introduce the 

glass in cold water. 

The air cools and get back 

into the bottle. We check and 

then each child repeat the 

experiment. 

We inflate a balloon 

loud and we heat it. The 

balloon burst. 

The hot air inflate the 

balloon even more. 

We place a book and we tip 

glossy wooden board. 

We wet a glass with cold 

water and we place it above the 

board Then we wet the glass of 

warm water and we place it 

again. 

The air from the hot glass 

removes very little the glass 

from the board and it slides 

much easier. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

We suspend a spiral paper 

on a hob. The spiral starts 

spinning when the hob 

becomes warm. 

The heated air rises and 

rotates the spiral. 

In a glass tube we fix a 

wire grid at one end and 

we heat it over a candle. 

Then we remove the tube. 

The warm air climbs 

through the wire grid it 

forms a stream of air 

which produces sounds. 

We fill a hot water bottle, 

then we empty the bottle after a 

few seconds and we put the plug 

immediately. The glass begins to 

gather. 

The warm air inside the bottle 

can not handle for pulling cold 

air from outside and the bottle 

seems to be tight with both 

hands. 
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On the teacher‟s table 

there are a feather and a key 

(or other heavy object). The 

teacher blows toward the two 

objects. 

Note – the feather goes 

up, not the key. 

Conclusion – the feather 

is light, the key is heavy. 

The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments described 

for the other two styles 

notions repeating the new 

notions: heavy-light. 

Each child holds in each hand a 

half liter bottle: one is empty, the 

other one is full of water. 

Note – the bottle full of water 

is heavier than the empty bottle. 

Conclusion - some bodies are 

heavy, others are light. 

3
 –

 5
 y
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rs

 

In two bowls of water we 

introduce rice grains and 

dried leaves (mint for 

example). 

Note - rice grains sink, 

leaves float. 

Conclusion - the leaves 

are lighter than the grains of 

rice, therefore they float. 

The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments described in 

the other two styles 

notions repeating the 

notions: heavy-light, 

floating – sinking. 

 

Each team of two children 

place in a bowl of water two 

identical little bottles (25 ml - of 

essences for example): an empty 

one (with air) with a stopper, the 

other one filled with sand.  

Note – the empty bottle floats, 

the other sinks.  

Conclusion - the air is lighter 

than the sand. 

5
 –

 7
 y
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In a bowl we insert two 

oranges (or any other citrus 

fruit): one with peel, the 

other peeled. 

Note – the orange with 

peel floats, the peeled orange 

sinks. 

Conclusion –the orange‟s 

peel has holes that fill with 

air, and the air is lighter and 

it raises the orange at the 

surface of the water. 

The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments described in 

the other two styles 

notions repeating the 

notions: heavy - light, 

floating - sinking. 

 

 

Every child has on his little 

table two identical pieces of 

plasticine. The teacher asks the 

children to shape a ball from one a 

piece of plasticine and from the 

other piece – a boat. These objects 

are inserted into a bowl of water.  

Note - the boat floats, the ball 

sinks. 

Conclusion – the boat floats 

because it contains air (it is 

charged with, air), the air is lighter 

than water and it keeps the boat 

on the surface. 
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The children go into the yard 

where there are two squares 

numbered  notes 1 and 2. The 

teacher presents the shape and 

numbers  (1 and 2). The 

children are given a chip with 

number 1, and  then  number 2. 

When they receive each  chip, 

they should indicate which 

square corresponds to the 

number on the chip. 

The children go into the 

yard where there are two 

squares numbered  notes 1 and 

2. The teacher presents the 

shape and numbers (1 and 2). 

The children repeat after her. 

The children are given a chip 

with number 1, and then 

number 2. When they receive 

each chip, they must say the 

number out loud. 

The children go into the yard 

where there are two squares 

numbered  notes 1 and 2. The 

teacher presents the shape and 

numbers (1 and 2). The children 

are given a chip with number 1, 

and then  number 2. When they 

receive each chip, they have to 

jump up to the square 

corresponding to the number on 

the chip. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children go in the yard where 

there are numbered squares. The 

teacher presents the shape and 

numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6). 

The children are given a chip 

representing each  number. 

When they receive each  chip, 

they need  to indicate which 

square represents the number on 

the chip. 

Children go in the yard 

where there are numbered 

squares. The teacher presents 

the shape and numbers (1, 2, 3, 

4, 5 and 6). The children are 

given a chip representing each 

number. When they receive 

each chip,  they must say the 

number out loud. 

Children go in the yard where 

there are numbered squares. The 

teacher presents the shape and 

numbers  (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6). The 

children are given a chip 

representing each number. When 

they receive each chip, they have 

to jump up to the square 

corresponding to the number on 

the chip. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children will play 

Hopscotch. They will see drawn 

on the pavement in the yard a 

drawing representing the 

Hopscotch with numbered 

squares (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 

8). The teacher presents the 

shape and numbers, pointing to 

them. Children will extract from 

a basket a chip with one of these 

numbers. They show the chip to 

everyone and then they throw it 

on the square from the 

Hopscotch corresponding to the  

number on the chip and then 

they jump to it. 

The children will play 

Hopscotch. They will see 

drawn on the pavement in the 

yard a drawing representing 

the Hopscotch with numbered 

squares (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 

8). The teacher presents orally 

the shape and numbers. 

Children will extract from a 

basket a chip with one of  

these numbers. They will say 

out loud the number and then 

throw it on the  square from 

the Hopscotch corresponding 

to the number on the chip and 

then they jump to it. 

Each one will receive 

applauses at the end. 

The children will play 

Hopscotch. They will see drawn 

on the pavement in the yard a 

drawing representing the 

Hopscotch with numbered squares 

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8). The 

teacher presents the shape with 

her hands and the numbers with 

the fingers. She will ask the 

students to do the same. Then, 

they will extract from a basket a 

chip with one of these numbers. 

They will show the number in the 

Hopscotch and then throw it on 

the  square from the Hopscotch 

corresponding to the  

number on the chip and then they 

jump to it as many times as 

indicated by the number. 
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Theme: 

Hot And Cold 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children look 

outside the window to 

observe the clothing of the 

people passing by. 

They are being asked to 

indicate if outside is hot or 

cold. 

They are being played 

two sounds: a mountain 

river and the roaring of an 

engine. 

They are being asked to 

indicate what is hot and 

what is cold. 

They grab a glass with one 

hand and they blow in the palm 

of the other hand. They can feel 

the cold glass and the warmth of 

the air blown into the palm. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Two glasses of coloured 

water are being placed on 

the desk: one is red and one 

is blue. 

Children are asked to 

indicate the cold and the hot 

glass of water without 

touching any of them. 

Children are being played 

two sounds: the whistling of 

the blizzard and a thunder 

storm. They are being asked 

to identify in which of the 

seasons the two phenomena 

take place: the hot one or the 

cold one? 

Two glasses are placed on the 

desk: one has hot water and the 

other one cold water. The 

children touch each of the 

glasses. 

A blue sticker dot is place on 

the cold water glass and a red 

one on the hot water glass. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Three glasses of water 

are being placed on the 

desk: 

- ice water 

- room temperature 

water 

- steamy water. 

They are being asked to 

arrange the three glasses in 

the order of their 

temperature without 

touching them. 

The children are being 

played the sound of a 

seagull with the sound of the 

see waves in the 

background. 

They need to recognise 

the location and to name 

two other objects from the 

same location- a hot and a 

cold one the see water is 

cold and the sand is hot. 

Three glasses of water are 

being placed on the desk: 

- ice water 

- room temperature water 

- steamy water. 

The children put one finger 

into the ice water glass and one 

finger into the steamy water 

glass. Then they put their fingers 

in and out of the glass with the 

room temperature water. 

They may feel different 

sensations in the two fingers 

which means that senses can be 

deceived. 
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Theme: 

Human Eye 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The group is organized in 

teams of two children. Each 

child watch the face of his 

compagnon and he specify 

the components of the head 

(nose, mouth, ears). They 

focus on the eyes they 

specify the number and the 

position. 

 Note - each child has two 

eyes. 

The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

The teacher asks the children to 

cover their eyes with their hands. 

The teacher asks what color an 

object in his hand has. 

Note - children can not answer. 

The teacher asks the children to 

discover their eyes and repeated 

his question. 

Note - children indicate the 

color of the object 

Conclusion - with the eyes we 

are able to see what is around us. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The group is organized in 

teams of two children. Every 

child watch the face of his 

compagnon and he describes 

the eyes Note: the eyes are 

protected by eyelids with 

eyelashes, and the eyebrows 

are above them. In the center 

of the eye there is a black 

spot, around which there is a 

shaded area. The eye has a 

round shape. 

The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

They have to find the 

answer to the riddle : 

I have two windows 

In the morning they 

are opened 

And in  the evening 

they are closed 

The teacher asks the children to 

cover their eyes with a hand. He 

tells them to look at an object on 

the chair. Then the teacher asks 

them to discover the other eye and 

to look at the same object. 

Note - with one eye we can not 

see as well as with both eyes. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The group is organized in 

teams of two children. Every 

child watch the face of his 

compagnon and he describes 

the eyes. The teacher asks the 

children to move their eyes 

up and down, left and right 

and to identify the eye iris 

color of the colleague. 

Note – the eye is round, 

made of pupil where the light 

enters and the iris. The two 

eyes move at the same time. 

The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

They have to find the 

answer to the riddle: 

I have two opened  

waters  

Under two stretched 

blankets 

 Guess what they are? 

At the request of the teacher, 

the children make eye sunglasses. 

Note - through sunglasses we 

see darker. 

Conclusion – we use 

sunglasses to protect our eyes 

from the sun. 
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Theme: 

Images 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children look to the desk 

on which there are three 

objects. The classroom is 

poorly lit from the backside. 

Children recognize the 

shape of objects but do not 

distinguish their colors. 

When the class is light the 

image becomes clear. 

The image appears only in 

the light objects. 

A laptop reproduces 

sounds. 

On the table, children 

looks for the images 

associated to the sounds. 

People hold images and 

sounds. 

On the blackboard there are 

fixed small tokens with animals. 

Children turn the laser to the 

table and discover the image of 

the animal from the token.  

Image appears only if it is 

lighted. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children watch a pad with 

two equal red lines, ended 

with two black arrows, one 

with the tips inward and the 

other one with the tips 

outward. 

Children are asked to 

indicate the line longer. 

Children choose the one 

with the inside tips. They go 

to the table and check with a 

rope. The view was wrong. 

Laptop reproduces the 

sound of a downpour with 

thunder, followed by 

birdsong. On the board 

there are drawings: cloudy 

sky and rain and finally 

rain with a rainbow. 

Children are asked what 

image best fits to the 

sounds. Children choose 

the final design. People are 

used to reproduce images 

from memory. 

The teacher asks the children 

to close one eye and approach a 

pen and its cap to their nose. 

Children try to put the cap on 

the pen, without succeeding for 

the first time. In small distances 

the images of the objects are no 

longer clear. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On the table there is a 

picture of a broken bridge in 

the middle. Children are 

asked to join the bridge 

without change the image. 

The bridge remains broken. 

Children go to the table and 

stick their nose where the 

bridge is broken. They notice 

that the bridge is whole now. 

The brain merges the two 

images separate and form a 

single image. 

The laptop reproduce 

two sounds: siren plane in 

flight and a boat. Children 

are asked to form, 

mentally, the image and to 

indicate the prevailed 

color. 

The sky and the water 

are blue. 

The position of the sun 

indicates the color of the 

sky. 

Children paint inside a 

cardboard cup in black. Then 

they will make a hole in the 

bottom of the glass and at the 

other end will stick glossy paper. 

In the classroom is dark. They 

put the glass in horizontal 

position towards the flame of a 

candle hole (or light). On the 

glossy paper candle image 

appears upside down. This is 

how eyes works too. 
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Theme: 

In Balance 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

On the teacher‟s desk 

there is a rubber ball and a 

ball. The rubber ball can not 

stand the right way. 

Children repeat the 

experiment. 

Children watch on the 

video projector circus 

acrobats walking on a rope 

from a height and listen to the 

explanations. 

It's easier to keep your 

balance if using a long bar. 

The teacher gives children 

wooden pieces of different 

shapes. He requires children to 

put one over the other as many 

tracks without falling. 

When falling they are not in 

balance. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Two eggs are boiled 

well, cut in half and 

emptied. Place the shells in 

the corners of a square. It 

supports two books above 

shells. The egg shells 

support the books without 

breaking. The tops can 

support the weight of shells 

and so the books remain in 

balance. 

On the edge of the chair 

there is an empty box. The 

teacher pushes it slowly until 

half passes. The box falls and 

makes noise. He opens the 

box and secure the five coins 

in the opposite corner edge 

that will suspend. 

The teacher asks the 

children if the box falls when 

passing middle. He checks. 

The box falls. 

As long as the corner coin 

remains on the table, the box 

is in balance. 

Children go to school yard 

sandbox. The teacher put a 

plank on two turned buckets. 

Children have to cross the 

bridge without falling. When 

crossing, the children stretch 

hands to the side to keep their 

balance. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On the desk there is a 

piece of cardboard placed 

between two shoe boxes. 

Over sheet the teacher puts 

an empty glass. Cardboard 

bend under the weight of 

glass. Teacher places now a 

second carton, under the 

first, folded into the arch. 

The cup remains in 

balance because the new 

structure is more resistant. 

Children observe different 

types of bridges. 

They discuss with the 

teacher about bridge 

structures in balance. 

Children go to school yard 

swing and form two groups of 

5 members. A child from the 

first group will go up in the 

rocking chair and the others 

must change to keep the 

balance. The roles are reversed, 

then repeated more times for 

each group. The team that 

manages to balance as many 

times. 

Children with equal weights 

keep rocking chair in balance. 
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Theme: In The Orchard 

Form, Color, Taste, Size 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children go in the 

orchard where they observe 

the trees, the leaves and the 

fruits. The teacher presents 

the form, the color and the 

taste of the fruits. 

The children touch every 

fruit and then they taste it. 

The children go in the 

orchard where they are 

invited to close their eyes and 

to listen the rustling of the 

leaves then they observe the 

trees, the leaves and the 

fruits. The teacher presents 

the form, the color and the 

taste of the fruits. 

The children touch every 

fruit and then they taste it.  

The children go in the 

orchard where they touch the 

rind of the trees, the leaves 

and the fruits observing their 

asperity, thickness and size. 

The teacher presents the form, 

the color and the taste of the 

fruits. 

The children touch every 

fruit and then they taste it.  

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We start from the images 

from the orchard, from the 

different fruiters or fruits. 

We make red, yellow and 

orange fruit collages 

We make a model which 

illustrates an orchard. 

The children watch a 

movie which presents 

different orchard activities. 

Then we discuss about the 

treatment of the fruiters, the 

maintenance of the orchard 

and the benefits we can 

obtain. We make the selection 

of the fruits by their form and 

color. 

The classroom is decorated 

with fruiters with no leaves or 

fruits. 

The children establish the 

type of fruiters they have to 

decorate with cardboard 

leaves and fruits. 

We verbalise each action 

making comparison between 

the fruits. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Role play In the orchard 

The children watch a 

movie about the orchard 

activities then they are 

divided in teams and they 

have to draw some drawings 

about the specific orchard 

activities: the cleaning of the 

fruiters, the digging, the 

watering, the picking and the 

storage. 

In the end each team gets 

a basket filled with fruits 

which they have to name, 

specifying the form, the size, 

the color and the taste. 

Role play In the orchard 

The children watch a 

movie about the orchard 

activities then they are 

divided in teams and they 

have to draw some drawings 

about the specific orchard 

activities: the cleaning of the 

fruiters, the digging, the 

watering, the picking and the 

storage each action being told 

by the coordinator of the team 

In the end each team gets a 

basket filled with fruits which 

they have to name, specifying 

the form, the size, the color 

and the taste. 

Role play In the orchard 

The children watch a 

movie about the orchard 

activities then they are 

divided in teams and they 

have to draw some drawings 

about the specific orchard 

activities: the cleaning of the 

fruiters, the digging, the 

watering, the picking and the 

storage. 

In the end each team gets a 

basket filled with fruits which 

they have to name, specifying 

the form, the size, the color 

and the taste. 
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Theme: 

In the solar – form, color, taste, size 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children go in a solar 

to observe the plants, the 

leaves, the vegetables. The 

teacher presents the shape, 

the color, the taste of the 

vegetables. Children put their 

hands on each type of 

vegetable and then they taste. 

The children go in a solar 

to observe the plants, the 

leaves, the vegetables. The 

teacher presents the shape, 

the color, the taste of the 

vegetables. Children put 

their hands on each type of 

vegetable and then they 

taste. 

The children go in a solar to 

touch the plants, the leaves, the 

vegetables  observing the 

hardness,the color and the size. 

The teacher presents the shape, 

the color, the taste of the 

vegetables. Children put their 

hands on each type of 

vegetable and then they taste. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

It starts from the pictures 

inside the solar, differents  

herbs and vegetables.A fruit 

collage is made of red, green 

and yellow color. 

We make a model 

illustrating an orchard. 

The children watch a film 

describing the various 

activities of the solar. It 

talks about plants care, the 

maintenance activities and 

the benefits of a vegetable 

garden. They make a 

selection of  the vegetables 

by form and color. 

 

The classroom is decorated 

with plants that have no leaves 

and vegetables. 

The children determine what 

kind of plants they will adorn 

with cardboard leaves and 

fruits. 

We verbalises each action, 

making comparisons between 

the vegetables. 

 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Role play The solar. 

Children watch a movie 

dedicated to the  solar 

activity, and they are divided 

into teams and they must 

execute drawings with 

specific activities vegetable 

garden: peeling plants, 

digging, spraying, harvesting, 

storage. 

Finally each team receives 

a basket of vegetables that 

they name, they tell the 

shape, the size, the color and 

the taste. 

 

Role play The solar. 

Children watch a movie 

dedicated to the  solar 

activity, and they are 

divided into teams and they 

must execute drawings with 

specific activities vegetable 

garden: peeling plants, 

digging, spraying, 

harvesting, storage and 

every action is describeb by 

the coordinator of the team. 

Finally each team 

receives a basket of 

vegetables that they name, 

they tell the shape, the size, 

the color and the taste. 

Role play The solar. 

Children watch a movie 

dedicated to the  solar activity, 

and they are divided into teams 

and they must execute 

drawings with specific 

activities vegetable garden: 

peeling plants, digging, 

spraying, harvesting, storage. 

Finally each team receives a 

basket of vegetables that they 

name , they tell the shape , the 

size, the color and the taste. 
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Theme: 

In the train station 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children go to train 

station and they  observe the 

buildings, the rails, the trains. 

They are shown and named 

each item. 

 

The children go to the 

station, the teacher 

pronounces the words 

building, rail, train , tree, 

and then they indicate them. 

The children touch the 

objects indicated. They 

repeat the sounds produced 

by the trains. 

The children are seated in 

pairs and they go to the station. 

The teacher names the objects 

and the children touch them, or 

they walk around them. 

 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

After a walk in the station 

we play  By train. One group 

uses objects of different 

colors and creates a train, 

another group draws rails 

with colored strips and the 

third group makes train 

stations. We specify the 

shape, size and color. 

Using individual material 

the children make a mock 

with buildings, rails, using 

different shapes, sizes and 

colors. 

 

 

 

In the yard, using the chalk, 

children draw a train station 

with large and small buildings, 

rails and trains. 

 

 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are divided 

into groups that will achieve 

one station layout of 

buildings, large and small,  

various colors. Each group 

will name the parts used by 

attributes: shape, size , color, 

thickness. 

 

The children are divided 

into groups that will receive 

instructions like build a 

station with square 

buildings, big and red. The 

children build, then they 

plott using colored ribbons 

train tracks. 

In the yard, using colored 

ribbons, each children make 

one station with large or small 

buildings, different colors. 
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Theme: 

In the vegetable garden – form, color, taste, size, counting 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children go in the 

garden where they observe 

the plants, the leaves, the 

vegetables and they collect 

them. The teacher presents 

the shape, the color, the taste 

of the vegetables. Children 

put their hands on each type 

of vegetable and then they 

taste. 

The children go in the 

garden where they observe 

the plants, the leaves, the 

vegetables and they collect 

them. The teacher presents 

the shape, the  color, the 

taste of the vegetables. 

Children put their hands on 

each type of vegetable and 

then they taste. We repeat 

the word yellow. 

The children go in the 

garden where they touch the 

vegetables observing their 

hardness, color and size. The 

teacher presents the shape, the  

color, the taste of the 

vegetables. Children put their 

hands on each type of 

vegetable and then they taste. 

They chose only the yellow 

vegetables. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

It starts from the pictures 

of the garden, herbs and 

vegetables. 

Collages are made with 

red fruit (3), green (4), 

yellow (5). 

We make a basket 

illustrating a harvesting 

vegetables. 

 

The children watch a film 

describing the various 

activities of the vegetable 

garden. We talk about 

harvesting vegetables. We 

make a selection of 

vegetables by form and 

color. We will choose only 

red vegetables (3), green (4) 

and yellow (5). 

The classroom is decorated 

like a vegetable garden. 

Children will say what 

vegetables they will collect 

(tomatoes -3 and yellow-4). 

We verbalise each action, 

making comparisons between 

vegetables. 

 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Role play In the vegetable 

garden. The children watch a 

film dedicated to the work of 

harvesting the vegetables, 

then they are divided into 

teams and they must execute 

drawings with specific 

activities harvesting 

vegetables: a basket with 

vegetables, tomatoes (6), 

Green (7), yellow (8). 

Finally each team receives a 

basket of vegetables that they 

describe and they tell the 

shape, the size, the color and 

the taste. 

 

 Role play In the 

vegetable garden. The 

children watch a film 

dedicated to the work of 

harvesting the vegetables, 

then they are divided  into 

teams and they must execute 

drawings with specific 

activities harvesting 

vegetables: a basket with 

vegetables, tomatoes (6), 

Green (7), yellow (8). 

Finally each team receives a 

basket of vegetables that 

they describe and they tell 

the shape, the size, the color 

and the taste. 

 

Role play In the vegetable 

garden. The children watch a 

film dedicated to the work of 

harvesting the vegetables, then 

they are divided  into teams 

and they must execute 

drawings with specific 

activities harvesting 

vegetables: a basket with 

vegetables, tomatoes (6), green 

(7), yellow (8). Finally each 

team receives a basket of 

vegetables that they describe 

and they tell the shape,the size, 

the color and the taste. At the 

end we make avegetable salad. 
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Theme: Dimension 

Walking-Long-Short 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are seated 

in circle on blankets. 

They observe the things 

around them, appreciating 

the way from where they 

are seated to the fence, the 

swing or the children 

around. 

The teacher explains 

them the two dimensions. 

The children are seated in 

circle on blankets. 

The teacher tells them the 

word long and then a child 

does a longer road. In the 

same way, the teacher 

explains the word short. They 

play the game long-short.  

The teacher explains them 

the two dimensions. 

Children are seated in two 

rows in the schoolyard. 

The first row makes the way 

until the fence and the second 

row until the swing. 

The teacher explains them 

which of the two roads is 

longer. Then, they change the 

route between rows. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are in the 

schoolyard, where objects 

are placed at different 

distances. 

The teacher asks them to 

identify the longest way to 

an object and then the 

shortest. 

Then they sort toys by 

size criterion: short – long. 

Children are in the 

schoolyard, where objects are 

placed at different distance. 

The teacher says riddles 

about short and long objects, 

then he asks them to identify 

the longest way to an object, 

then the shortest. 

Then, they sort toys by 

size criteria. 

Children are in the 

schoolyard, where objects are 

placed at different distance.  

The teacher asks them to 

identify the longest way to an 

object, then the shortest. 

Then, they sort toys by size 

criteria. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The group is seated in a 

semicircle with the little 

chairs outside. 

In the baskets there are 

objects of the same kind but 

different sizes: short, long, 

longest.  

They separate the objects 

on criterion size and then 

perform worksheet. 

The group is seated like in 

the classroom. The teacher is 

in front and show objects of 

the same kind at least three 

dimensions.  

Children choose the 

objects as the teacher told 

them to and then they expose 

them in front of the group, 

comparing and doing 

analogies. 

When entering the group 

each child receives one object. 

At the end of the classroom 

there are four tables. 

On each table there are 

several mixed up toys with 

different dimensions. 

Children choose toys by size 

received.  

Finally, the teacher does 

four teams of children, that are 

playing with the chosen 

objects. 
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Theme: 

Migratory birds 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher asks the 

children to watch a 

movie about migratory 

birds. 

Note: migratory birds 

are able to travel in flight 

long distances. 

The children are asked 

to listen to the teacher's 

explanations and find out 

why these birds are called 

migratory. 

Note: These birds 

depart from us in winter 

towards warmer countries. 

The children are given an album 

with pictures of birds and must put 

aside the pictures of the birds that 

they consider migratory. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are asked to 

watch a film showing the 

life of the migratory 

birds (a stork making a 

nest on a pole, an egret 

that fishes on a pond, 

etc.) 

Note: migratory birds 

fly where they find food 

and they can nestle. 

Children are asked to 

listen to the noises of 

various migratory birds 

and identify what they do 

(a mallard swimming on a 

pond, a flock of geese 

gaggling in flight during 

migration, etc.) 

The children should mimic the 

lifestyle of migratory birds. There 

can be chosen, a stork for example 

(imitating how it stands on one leg 

on the lake, how it fishes, how it 

makes its nest on a pole, how it 

migrates in a flock during the fall and 

it returns during the spring, etc.) 

Conclusion: migratory birds are 

here from May until September each 

year, during what time they hatch, 

raise their chicks and prepare them 

for the future trip to the hot countries. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Children go on a trip, 

on a lake, where they 

can see the storks and 

wild ducks. 

Note: lakes and ponds 

are the ideal living 

environment for many 

species of migratory 

birds. 

On the lake, the 

children listen to sounds 

made by birds. 

Then they close their 

eyes and try to identify by 

listening to their sounds 

what bird it is. 

The children choose a bird that 

they see and watch its behaviour as 

to imitate it later in front of the 

others. 

Conclusion: birds look and 

behave differently, even if they 

belong to the same category – 

migratory birds. 
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Theme: 

Mixtures 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Into a container filled 

with water the children 

moisten the penson, they 

put it into the water color 

and then into the water 

again. 

Observation – the 

water colored. 

Conclusion – the water 

mixed with the water 

color. 

The preschool children 

verbalize the observations and the 

conclusions of the experiments 

which were presented for the 

visual and aural styles. 

 

 

Into a glass of water, we 

introduce a sugar cube and 

we mix it with a teaspoon. 

At the governess 

suggestion, the children taste 

from the glass. 

Observations - the sugar 

becomes invisible and the 

water is sweet. 

Conclusion - the sugar 

mixted with the water 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

In two glasses with 

water we put a teaspoon 

with sugar and into the 

other one we put a 

teaspoon with sand. 

We mix into the both 

glasses. 

Observation - the 

sugar mixes with water, 

the sand doesn't. 

Conclusion - some 

bodies mix with water 

others don't. 

The preschool children 

verbalize the observations and the 

conclusions of the experiments 

presented for the visual and aural 

styles. 

 

In two glasses with water 

we put alcohol and oil. 

We mix into the both 

glasses. 

Observation - the 

alcohol mixes with water but 

the oil doesn't. 

Conclusion - some 

bodies mix with water others 

don't. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

In two glasses we 

introduce equal volumes 

of water and a teaspoon 

with sugar. 

We mix with the 

teaspoon only in one 

glass. 

Observation – the 

sugar mixes faster in the 

glass where the 

components were shaked. 

The pre-school children 

verbalize the observations and the 

conclusions of the experiments 

presented for the visual and aural 

styles. 

Into a glass we put warm 

water and into another glass 

we put an equal volume of 

cold water. 

We put in each glass a 

teaspoon with sugar. 

Observation – the sugar 

mixes faster in the warm 

water glass.  
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Theme: 

Movement And Rest Position 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children look at the 

window and indicate the 

bodies which stay on the 

place and foreign bodies that 

are moving. 

Children are listening to 

several types of sounds: musical 

instruments and vehicles. The 

teacher indicates the bodies in 

motion. 

Swelled a flask and 

shall be released. The 

balloon flies, it moves. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher puts some 

chips of colored tinfoil in a 

glass vessel with water. It is 

expected a few minutes. 

Children will notice that 

flakes doesn‟t move 

anymore, meaning that they 

are in the rest position. The 

water is heating up. The 

flakes begin to climb up and 

down, meaning that they are 

moving. 

Children listen two thunders 

at frequent intervals of time, one 

of them more powerful and the 

other feebly. 

Children are required to say 

whether the cloud of rain 

approaches or moves away. 

The teacher will go with 

the class in the park of the 

kindergarten, on the slope. 

The children will 

understand that on the top 

of the slope they are in the 

rest position and lower the 

slope they are in motion 

from their colleagues. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On the carpet is a machine 

with a remote control and a 

sign next to it. The machine 

is in the rest position. The 

teacher presses the button on 

the remote control and 

children follow the 

movement of the machine 

relative to the sign. The 

machine changes the position 

relative to the sign, meaning 

that is in motion. 

The teacher places two 

children with back to the 

distance of two steps, each other. 

One of them will stay in place 

and the other will beat twice in 

the palms at frequent intervals of 

time. The first child indicates 

whether his colleague has 

moved, if his position to him has 

been changed. 

There are necessary a 

wood, a magnet, a 

currency and the adhesive 

tape. The teacher will 

remove the machine from 

the rest position. 
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Theme: 

The Water and the Air 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher uses a bowl of 

water, a rock and a rubber toy. 

She will put both objects into 

the water and the kids will 

notice how stone sinks and the 

rubber object floats. 

Conclusion: the heavier 

object is sinking and the easy 

one is floating. 

Children verbalise 

experiments‟ 

observations and 

conclusions presented 

in visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

Children made boats of paper 

that will soak in a bowl of water 

to see how float. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher places an orange 

in a bowl of water. It will float 

(will be submerged half). When 

peeled, orange sinks. 

Conclusion: the air holes 

peel keeps the orange at the 

surface as a ring. 

Children verbalise 

experiments 

observations and 

conclusions presented 

in visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

Children peel the orange half 

or full in order to see if it sinks. 

It will use lemons, mandarins 

and grapefruit to see if there are 

differences between fruits. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher uses a bowl of 

water and a piece of plasticine. 

Shaped dough ball, plasticine 

will sink. If plasticine is shaped 

like a boat, it will float. 

Conclusion: the form 

determines floating. 

Children verbalise 

experiments 

observations and 

conclusions presented 

in visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

Children shape the plasticine 

in various forms to observe the 

phenomenon of floating or 

sinking. 
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Theme: 

Water- transformations (liquid, solid, vapor) 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are watching 

PowerPoint Presentations with 

water flows (waterfalls, source 

etc.), as well as the tap water 

flowing. 

They will listen to 

the sound of the springs 

and waterfalls. 

Conclusion: Water 

in liquid form has a 

specific sound. 

The preschoolers will touch the 

water and will try to collect it in 

their hand. 

Conclusion: Children fail to 

collect water in hand because it 

will leak. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

It will bring ice cubes, 

icicles, snow and water in the 

classroom. They will use a 

timer to see how long it takes 

for the snow, ice or icicles to 

melt. 

It will also put a pot of 

water in the freezer, it will be 

seen that solid water occupies 

less space. 

Children will listen 

to the sound of sea-ice 

breaking. 

Conclusion: Water 

in solid form will 

crackling sounds. 

Children will touch the snow, 

the ice and the water and feel the 

different textures they have. 

Conclusion: There are 

differences between water 

temperature and volume in liquid 

and the solid. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Children will notice how 

the water from a vessel begins 

to boil, the evaporation and the 

way the water vapors form. 

Mix salt with water in a jar, 

it is noted that salt disappears, 

place the jar in the microwave, 

the water evaporates and the 

salt walls of the jar reappears. 

Conclusion: It is seen in 

the form of water vapor. 

They will listen to 

the sound produced by 

the boiling water. 

Conclusion: The 

water turns to vapor 

must boil. 

The children, connected to their 

eyes, will keep a hand on top of a 

vessel with boiling water, while 

the other hand is in a bowl with 

cold water, they should be able to 

recognize what form the water is 

in each situation. 

Conclusion: There are 

differences between water 

temperature and texture in liquid 

form and in the form of vapor. 
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Theme: 

Earth, Moon, Sun 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 Children are presented images and 

dummies with three luminaries - Earth, 

Moon, Sun. 

During the 

experiment children 

hear the song "Sun". 

Children will model 

the Earth, the Moon and 

the Sun. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher uses a lamp (sun) and a 

child (Earth). Lighted lamp is placed in 

the middle of the room, and the child will 

rotate around it to observe the movement 

of the Earth's rotation (when the lamp is 

behind the night). 

When the child turns, sees a little light 

radiated by the lamp (sunrise) when 

rotating once (90
0
), lamplight begin to 

disappear (sunset), the next twist comes 

again "night". 

Children will hear 

the sounds produced by 

the planets in the Milky 

Way. 

Children observe 

each rotation as hard as 

the Sun (lamp) warms 

them, to understand the 

difference in 

temperature between 

night and day. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher uses a ball and a lamp. In 

a dark room is placed a lamp. One child 

(Earth) takes a ball in hand (Moon) and 

up to the nightlight (Sun). Preschoolers 

will view the rotational movement of the 

Earth accompanied by the natural 

satellite - "Moon", the child faces the 

lamp, holding the ball. 

Children notes that "Moon" is lit from 

behind and so it is dark, though "Earth" 

is lighted. If you rotate least they notice 

that a part of "Moon" appeared a sickle 

lit, and "Earth" are dark on one side. If 

half twist (the child is located to one side 

of lamp), "Moon" is lighted half, so the 

earth, and if he will return, the Moon 

shines like the full moon in the night sky. 

Children will hear 

the sounds produced by 

the planets in the Milky 

Way. 

Children will 

experience, in turn, 

taking the ball in hand, 

the difference between 

warm (Sun) and cold 

(Moon). 
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Theme: Numbers 

Number And Figures 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children are seated in a 

circle, having paddles with 

numbers 1 and 2 and in the 

middle there are toys. 

Each child, according to the 

palette that is holding, builds 

sets of objects. 

Children are seated in a 

circle, having paddles with 

numbers 1 and 2 and in the 

middle there are toys. 

Each child receives the task 

of building sets based on the 

number of objects on the pallet 

and then they count. 

Children are seated in 

a circle, having paddles 

with numbers 1 and 2 and 

in the middle there are 

toys. 

Each child, according 

to the palette that is 

holding, surround the 

crowd of toys as many 

times as the number of 

the palette. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are sitting on chairs 

in a semicircle and on the 

carpet there are various images 

figures 1 to 5. 

Children choose pictures of 

the same kind and form sets, 

then call the number and 

choose the corresponding 

figure. 

Children are sitting on chairs 

in a semicircle and on the carpet 

there are toys and chips with 

numbers. 

Also on the floor there are 

five boxes. 

Children choose the figure 

indicated by the teacher and 

they build appropriate toy sets, 

counting loudly. 

Children enter the 

classroom counting from 

1 to 5. 

Each child takes the 

corresponding figure 

table, then place in the 

group as the figure 

shows. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The group is seated as at 

school, children having baskets 

with pictures, numbers 1 to 9, 

scissors and glue. 

They cut out pictures and 

make a collage same way every 

1-9 images, as advised by the 

teacher. 

The assessment is in touring 

the gallery. 

The group is seated as at 

school, children having baskets 

with images and figures cards. 

The teacher pronounces a 

number and the children choose 

the proper number and build 

sets as is the given number. 

Children verbalize their 

action. 

The group is divided 

into 9 teams by counting. 

Each team will build 

as many sets of objects as 

is her number and choose 

the corresponding figure. 
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Theme: 

Numbers 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children walk through the 

classroom where there are 

sprinkled different objects 

(cars, flowers etc.). The 

teacher shows them the little 

cars. Children are asked to 

choose the little cars saying, 

helped by the teacher, which 

is their number. 

Children will listen 

carefully to the rules of the 

game: 

We learn math, playing 

with the numbers. 

The teacher repeats the 

word car and chooses more 

cars, counting them loudly 

with children. 

Children will sort the items 

of the same type and, helped by 

the teacher, will indicate the 

correct number. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

It will use images showing 

objects of different shapes 

and colors. 

Children will sort the 

objects according to the 

requirements given by 

teacher. Example: to sort the 

objects of the same color and 

count them. 

Children will play 

together: Let's count, 

children! and the teacher 

will explain each task. The 

teacher explains the children 

the rules of the game: 

☺The corresponding figure 

indicates the correct answer; 

☺ For the correct answers, 

children will receive 

congratulations; 

☺ For incorrect answers the 

teacher will ask another child; 

☺Who has more correct 

answers win. 

Children will play together: 

Let's count, children! and the 

teacher will explain each task. 

The teacher explains the 

children the rules of the game: 

☺ The corresponding figure 

indicates the correct answer; 

☺ For the correct answers, 

children will receive 

congratulations; 

☺ For incorrect answers the 

teacher will ask another child; 

☺Who has more correct answers 

win. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher will show 

pictures of different objects 

having various shapes and 

colors. 

Children listen to the 

rules of the game, presented 

by the teacher. 

☺The children sort the 

images;  

☺They will indicate correct 

answers; 

☺ Then, they will receive 

applause; 

☺ If the choice is incorrect, 

the child receives the help 

of a colleague; 

☺ The child who fail may 

try again. 

Children will play together 

according the rules of the 

game, presented by the teacher. 
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Theme: 

What are objects made of? 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children are presented a 

notebook and a pencil (made of 

wood). With the help of the 

educator, the children identify 

the materials the two bodies are 

made of. 

Note – the notebook is made 

of paper, pencil - from wood. 

The educator crumples 

and tears the paper, knocks 

the pencil on the table. The 

children notice the noises 

produced. 

Note – the paper can be 

torn, crumpled; the wood 

does not bend nor break 

when hit, so it is hard, 

tough. 

The children touch the two 

objects. They tear up the 

paper and try to break the 

pencil. 

Note–paper is smooth, it 

can tear, it can be crumpled 

(deformed plastically).Wood 

is rough, hard, does not break 

easily. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are presented a 

notebook, a wooden pencil, 

glass bottle and a key. The 

children identify the material 

from which each object is made 

and describe it. 

Note – paper is smooth, 

white or coloured; it can be torn, 

crumpled (deformed 

plastically). Wood is rough, 

hard, does not break easily. 

Glass is transparent, hard, does 

not break, or bend. Metal is 

cold, hard, does not bend. 

With great care, the 

educator hits the glass cup, 

then the key and the pencil 

with a hard object. The 

children note the noises 

produced. 

Conclusion - metal and 

wood do not break, glass 

breaks 

Using 10 white agenda - 

size sheets and a stapler, and 

helped by the educator, the 

children make their own 

notebook. They draw the 

covers. 

Note - the body of the 

notebook was made from 

paper material. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

In a bowl, the educator burns 

the paper, pencil cup&key. 

Note–paper burns easily, 

wood burns with difficulty. 

After burning, remains ash. The 

material of key&bottle does not 

burn. 

The 4 objects are put in a pot 

of water. 

Note –paper softens&absorbs 

water, wood gets damp, the 

other objects do not undergo 

any transformations. 

Children verbalise the 

observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments  done for the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles 

Children model from clay 

various objects. They should 

be dried in the sun for a few 

days. 

Note - an ornamental 

object was done from the clay 

material. 
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Theme: 

Optical illusion 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Draw two flowers. The circles in 

the middle of the flowers must be the 

same size. The first flower is 

surrounded by small circles, and the 

second by large circles. The children 

are asked to say which of the two 

flowers has a larger circle. 

Conclusion: the first flower 

appears to be higher because it is 

surrounded by smaller circles. 

The children 

verbalise the 

observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments described 

in the other two styles. 

The children will draw 

the flowers (as described in 

the visual style) on a sheet 

of paper and they will model 

them in plasticine (clay). 

This way, they will 

understand better the optical 

illusion. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Pour into a glass about 3/4 water, 

put a straw in the cup, and then hold 

vertically a straw in it, observing how 

it looks inside the glass. Leaning the 

straw against the glass, we can notice 

that the straw seems broken. 

Conclusion: the straw appears 

broken due to the reflection of light at 

the interface between the water and 

air. 

The children 

verbalise the 

observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments described 

in the other two styles. 

In a dark room, lit a small 

source of light, with the help 

of which children will make 

different shapes with their 

hands projected on the wall, 

suggesting animals or faces. 

Note: they are called 

Chinese shadows and they 

can be considered optical 

illusions. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Make three cards: 

- one with the letters A and C, with 

a space cut between them 

- one with the numbers 12 and 14, 

with a space cut between them 

- one with the  symbol -I3 written 

in the middle. 

The children are shown the third 

card and they are asked what they see. 

If the answer is 13, they are shown the 

first card, which has the letters, and 

then their answer will become B. 

Conclusion: the number 13 (or the 

letter B), drawn on paper, is an 

ambiguous image. It does not provide 

accurate information to the brain, the 

connections being based in this case 

on experience. 

The children 

verbalise the 

observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments described 

in the other two styles. 

On the bottom of a bowl, 

write the numbers 1 to 5. 

The children stay away from 

the bowl (as not to see the 

figures written). Pour water 

into the bowl and they will 

see that the numbers are 

visible and appear to float. 

Conclusion: When water 

was added to the bowl, light 

was diverted - the light 

beam spread by the writing 

upwards changed its 

direction, thus reaching the 

eye (light reflection). 
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Theme: 

Personal Hygiene Objects 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

On the teacher‟s table there 

are some personal hygiene 

items. 

The children name them 

(toothbrush, toothpaste, soap, 

hair brush, towel, shampoo, and 

handkerchief) and identify the 

body part they maintain clean. 

The children find the 

answer to the riddle: 

“In the morning it 

swings 

To make the cavity flee" 

Guided by teachers, the 

children mimic the use of the 

personal hygiene items 

(toothbrush, toothpaste, soap, 

shampoo, hair brush, towel, 

and handkerchief). 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

On the teacher‟s table there 

are some personal hygiene items 

and other objects. 

The children select only the 

personal hygiene items and 

specify their role in maintaining 

health. 

The children find the 

answer to the riddle: 

“It makes foam and 

lather 

And it’s rubbed on the 

nose" 

The children, appointed by 

the teacher, mimic how to use 

the items for personal 

hygiene, the others guess the 

object. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On the teacher‟s table there 

are some personal hygiene 

items. 

The children describe the 

objects (what they are formed 

of, what they contain, if they are 

soft or hard, thick or thin, rough 

or smooth, they note the smell 

of the soap, of the toothpaste, 

their colour, etc.). 

They specify how often they 

are used and their importance 

for maintaining their health, 

using concepts such as: hygiene, 

bacteria, germs, diseases, 

infections and parasites. 

The children memorize 

the following stanza: 

Cheerful and clean 

teeth 

Look like brothers. 

The glad toothbrush 

Swings up and down. 

It doesn’t joke 

It rubs until it foams 

And from now on  

John’s teeth won’t hurt 

at all. 

In a box of surprises there 

are personal hygiene items. 

The children, blindfolded, 

put their hand into the box 

and identify them with the 

help of their senses. 

They state the importance 

of maintaining their health 

using concepts such as: 

hygiene, bacteria, germs, 

diseases, infections and 

parasites. 
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Theme: 

Let’s learn about the composition of a plant! 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children observe a 

plant and its components. 

The children listen to the 

rustling of leaves. 

The children having the 

eyes closed must feel a 

flower and describe the 

form, texture and size. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children observe and 

name the component parts of 

a plant. 

The children hear the 

rustling leaves, when the wind 

is blowing. 

The children draw/paint 

the components of the plant: 

roots, stem, leaves and 

flower. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children observe the 

position and the role of every 

component of a plant, 

marking it through the labels 

of various colors. 

The children hear noises: 

made by the branches of the 

trees when are cutted with the 

special scissors for cleaning 

the fruit trees and vines. 

The children plant in a 

pot a plant and observe its 

development in a few days. 
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Theme: 

Playful Cars (movement) 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

On the teacher‟s table there‟s 

a toy car with a piece of thread 

tied to its front. The children are 

asked to move the toy car. 

Observation – the car can be 

moved only by pushing or 

pulling. 

Children repeat 

the idea of pulling 

and pushing. 

The children have two identical toy 

cars. At the same time, they put a car 

on a horizontal plane and the other on 

an inclined plane. 

Observation – on the horizontal 

plane, the car doesn‟t move. However, 

on the in clined plane, the car moves 

without being pulled or pushed. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher pushes a couple 

of toy cars at the same time: one 

car goes horizontally and the 

other one descends from an 

inclined plane. 

Observation – the second 

car travelled farther than the 

first. 

Conclusion – objects move 

faster and easier as they descend 

from an inclined plane. 

Children 

verbalize the 

observations of 

the experiments. 

(see Visual and 

Kinesthetic). 

On a table, the children have two 

identical toy trucks (one is empty, the 

other loaded with a variety of objects), 

tied with a piece of thread so they 

could be pulled. 

Observation – the loaded truck has 

to be pulled harder in order to move. 

Conclusion – to move a heavier 

object, you need more traction. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher ties the front of a 

toy truck with a piece of string. 

The other side of the string is 

put through a plastic cup and 

then it‟s knotted. The system is 

put on a table in order for the 

cup to stay in a hanging 

position. One puts weights on 

the truck and inside the cup to 

observe whether the truck 

moves faster or not. 

Observation – the truck 

moves faster as the cup is 

heavier. It slows down when its 

load is heavy. 

Conclusion – an object 

moves faster as traction goes up. 

Children 

verbalize the 

observations of 

the experiments. 

(see Visual and 

Kinesthetic). 

On the tables, children have two 

identical toy cars: one in a normal 

position, on its wheels, and the other 

with its wheels upside down. Each toy 

car has to be touched with a finger 

until it reaches the end of the table. At 

the end, the number of touches for 

each car is compared. 

Observation – the upside down car 

had to be needed more touches to 

reach the end. 

Conclusion – you would need 

lower traction to move rolling objects 

rather than sliding objects. (friction) 
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Theme: Nature's Wonders - cognitive stimulation 

"Rain" 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

There will be used as 

working materials: 

watercolors, brushes, a glass 

of water, a spoon and foam. 

Children will have to 

identify the materials and 

name where we can use them. 

They listen to the sound 

of rain and they have to 

name which natural 

phenomenon produces it. 

Children will mix the foam in 

the water glass and they will 

notice that the water becomes 

heavier (the water density 

increases). 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are shown 

images with natural 

phenomena, they must 

identify the image 

representing the rain, and 

name the season in which it 

rains the most. 

Children listen to 

different sounds and are 

asked to recognize the 

sounds produced by rain, 

and other phenomena   

accompanying rain: 

lightning, thunder, etc. 

They will mix the foam with 

the water in the glass, noticing 

that the water becomes heavier, 

and then they will need to add 

drops of blue watercolor with 

the brush, in order to see how 

the contents of the glass 

becomes blue. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

In front of each child are 

set: a glass filled three-

quarters water; a blue 

watercolor; a spoon; a brush; 

cream foam. 

They should identify each 

item and specify areas in 

which they are used and what 

could be achieved by 

combining them. 

After hearing a palette 

of sounds, the children will 

have to identify each 

sound, focusing on sounds 

produced by natural 

phenomena, all leading to 

the development of 

phonemic hearing. 

In a glass three-quarters filled 

with water, put foam 

representing clouds. As they are 

formed from water, when they 

become heavy, they descend to 

earth as rain. 

Putting, with the brush, some 

blue watercolor in the glass with 

foam, children can see how it 

falls to the bottom of the glass as 

rain falls on earth. 
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Theme: 

Root 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

With “difficulty”, the 

educator pulls out a geranium 

from its pot. She shakes the 

plant a bit and asks the children 

why they think it was difficult 

for her to pull it out of the pot. 

Note –soil falls from the 

bottom of the plant, when 

shaken. This is the part which 

fixes the plant in the ground. 

Conclusion – The root fixes 

the plant into the ground. 

The children 

verbalise the 

observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments done in the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. They identify the 

concept of root. 

The children touch the root of 

the geranium and they describe 

it. 

Note - The root is composed 

of many white, thin, short 

threads. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Pull out of the ground a 

geranium. Examine the root. 

Note – it consists of white, 

thin threads, a bit thicker at the 

top, thinner at the bottom, 

oriented down. 

Note - the root grows down, 

towards the water source. 

Conclusion - The root 

absorbs water and minerals from 

the ground. 

The children 

verbalise the 

observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments done in the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

Together with the educator, 

the children water the flower in 

the pot they have in the class. 

Note - water passes through 

the soil and reaches the saucer of 

the pot. 

The children are asked what 

happens to the water in the 

saucer. 

Conclusion - the water is 

absorbed by the roots of the 

plant. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

A carrot root and a wheat 

root are presented. Each type of 

root is described. 

Notice - the carrot root has a 

shape similar to a stake, thick at 

the top, thin at the bottom, with 

small roots on its surface. The 

wheat root is made up of many 

thin white threads, thick at the 

top, thin at the bottom. 

It is noted that the two roots 

are of two types: pivoting root, 

respectively thread root. 

The children 

verbalise the 

observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments done in the 

in visual and kinesthetic 

styles. They repeat the 

names of the two types 

of roots. 

On the teacher's table there 

are some plants with roots 

(carrot, parsley, radish, alfalfa, 

wheat, geranium, onion). The 

students are asked to group the 

plants according to their type of 

root. 

Conclusion – The carrot, 

parsley, radish and alfalfa have 

pivoting roots; the wheat, 

geranium and onion have thread 

roots. 
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Theme: 

Sense organs 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are asked to 

cover their eyes with the 

hands. They are asked what 

color has a specific object 

that the governess keeps in 

the hand. 

Observation – they can't 

tell the color because they 

can't see 

Conclusion – we can see 

only with the eyes (the eye is 

the sense organ of sight. 

The children are asked to 

cover their ears with the 

hands. The governess speaks 

them. She indicates them to 

take theirs hand from the ears 

and she asks them what they 

heard. 

Observation - the children 

can't reproduce because they 

had the ears covered. 

Conclusion – we hear 

with the ears (the ear is the 

sense organ for the hearing). 

The children are asked to 

touch their skin on the faces, on 

the neck, on the hand using the 

other one and then to grab the 

skin with the fingers in order to 

stretch it. She asks the children 

to describe the skin. 

Observation – the skin is 

smooth, soft and elastic. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We create dark in the 

classroom (we turn off the 

light and we draw the 

curtains). The children are 

asked what is the color of a 

specific object, the governess 

keeps in her hand. 

Observation – they can't 

indicate the color because 

they can't see because of the 

dark. 

Conclusion – the people 

see only in the presence of 

the light. 

The children recognise the 

sound produced by different 

animals (from a CD): cow, 

sheep, pig, lion, dog, 

woodpecker, cuckoo, hen, 

duck). 

Conclusion – the sounds 

help us to recognise the 

surrounding world. 

A child is blindfold with a 

scarf. He touches different 

objects on the table, he 

identifies them and he 

describes them: form, hardness, 

size, temperature, moisture. He 

is asked how he managed to 

describe the objects.  

Observation – with the help 

of the skin we can determinate 

the characteristics of the 

objects. 

Conclusion – the skin is the 

sense organ for the touch. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The governess tells the 

children to stay balanced on 

one foot keeping the eyes 

opened. They have to repeat 

the action but with the eyes 

shuted. 

Observation – the 

children can‟t keep their 

balance when they have the 

eyes shut.  

Conclusion – the capacity 

of maintaining the body s 

balance is reduced when the 

eyes are shuted. 

A blindfold child seats on 

a seat. We create different 

sounds around him: we open 

the radio for a second, a child 

claps, on other one hits the 

ball. The blinfold child is 

asked where each sound 

comes from 

Observation – the child 

indicates the area where the 

sounds come. 

Conclusion – the hearing 

helps to orient in space. 

The children put their 

fingers in a pad and then they 

press the fingers on a sheet of 

paper. Then they compare the 

digital fingerprints. 

Observation – the digital 

fingerprints are different. 

Conclusion – the digital 

fingerprints are different for 

each person. 
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Theme: 

Senses - Cognitive Stimulation 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children are presented  

representative  objects and 

images - clouds for blue, 

green for leaves etc. 

Children are seated in a 

circle and they are called 

in turn by colleagues. They 

must recognize who called 

them. 

Children receive different 

objects and, using their sense of 

touch, they have to make the 

distinction between soft, hard, 

rough, etc. (there is a link 

between the visual and 

kinesthetic sense) 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are asked to 

associate the colors of the 

rainbow with an object, thing 

or phenomenon of nature 

Children listen to 

different sounds from 

nature and are required to 

recognize those sounds. 

Children with their eyes 

covered must recognize objects 

and the way they are (hard, soft, 

rough, etc.) using their sense of 

touch. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On a plate, there are 

placed the basic colors: red, 

yellow, blue, asking the 

children to achieve 

complementary colors. 

A balloon is inflated, its 

mouth is held with both 

hands, freeing the air with 

movements in different 

directions. The children 

have to recognize the low-

pitched or acute sounds. 

An experiment is carried out 

using gelatin. This, in its initial 

state, is hard and rough (coarse), 

and when combined with hot 

water, it dissolves, becoming 

soft and gelatinous. 
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Theme: 

Sets And Numbers 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children will walk through 

the classroom, where there are 

scattered objects of various shapes. 

They study them and, with the 

help of the teacher, they say what 

is the shape and number of the 

objects of the same kind. 

The teacher begins 

with a poem: 

"Thinky and Smiley, / 

Came here now / To play 

with you: / "Answer 

quickly and well!" / And 

asks you to think, / As to 

find the answer." 

The teacher will repeat 

the word "round" and the 

children will choose the 

round objects from those 

in classroom. 

The children will need to go 

through the classroom and collect 

the objects and put them into 

categories (square, round, 

triangular, etc.). They will put them 

in the place indicated by the teacher 

for each category. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are divided into 3 

groups (round, square and 

triangle). 

They are told that they will play 

the game "On a train journey!" 

The classroom is divided into 

train stations. Each station will 

have objects of different shapes 

and colours. They should indicate 

how many objects having the shape 

represented by their group are in 

every station. 

When they choose correctly, the 

children receive a dwarf and go to 

the next station. When they are 

wrong, they lose a dwarf and must 

resume the game. 

The team that has the most 

dwarfs the end is the winner. 

The same game is 

played, and in every 

station the children must 

say aloud in a chorus, how 

many objects with the 

shape of their group there 

are. 

The same game is played, and in 

every station the children must 

show with their fingers how many 

objects with the shape of their 

group there are. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The same game is played, but in 

the stations they will have different 

tasks (e.g. to choose the small red 

round objects, the big square ones, 

etc.), illustrated by an image. 

The same game is 

played, but in the stations 

they will have say aloud, 

in a chorus, how many 

objects with the shape of 

their group there are, 

naming also their features. 

The same game is played, but 

this time they will have to group the 

objects in the stations based on their 

features.  

Firstly, the teacher will ask them 

to group those bases on shape, then 

based on size and then based on 

colour. Each time she instructs them 

to show with their fingers how 

many objects there are in each 

station. 
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Theme: 

Sets 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children have in 

front a basket with various 

fruits (red apples, bananas, 

green pears). The teacher 

asks them to identify the 

fruits and sort them by 

type. 

She gives them smaller 

baskets in which to sort 

them. 

The children have in front a 

basket of large and small apples. 

The teacher takes a big apple in 

one hand and a small one in the 

other. She asks the children to 

pronounce the word "apple" and 

then repeat the two categories 

"small apple" and "big apple". 

Then she asks them to separate 

the large apples in the basket from 

the small ones. 

The children go through the 

classroom and pick up the large 

and small apples, scattered 

previously by the educator. The 

teacher shows them which are 

big apples and which are the 

small ones, and then ask them 

to sort the apples in two 

baskets. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

On a magnetic board, 

there are put magnets 

representing fruits and 

vegetables, big and small. 

The children are asked to 

sort them according to the 

category they belong: 

vegetable/ fruit and big/ 

small, then choose a chip 

with the figure 

corresponding to the 

number of magnets in that 

set. Thus, they do simple 

mathematical operations. 

The teacher will begin the 

activity by reciting a poem: 

"The fruit are tasty 

They are healthy. 

Let’s play with them, 

Mathematics to learn", 

and then she will ask the children 

to separate the apples from a 

basket in other two baskets: the 

red apples in the red basket, and 

the yellow apples in the yellow 

basket. The teacher will ask them 

to say how many apples there are 

in the end in each of the two 

baskets. 

On the teacher‟s table there 

are fruits and vegetables. 

The children are divided in 

the fruits‟ team and vegetables‟ 

team. Each team chooses the 

fruits / vegetables and sorts 

them by name and size. Each 

team must count also how 

many fruits / vegetables are in 

each category and attach a chip 

with the figure corresponding 

to the set made. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children have 

baskets with chips 

representing fruits of 

different colours and sizes. 

They are asked to separate 

them depending on their 

size and colour and then 

attach a chip with the 

corresponding figure for 

the set formed. 

The reward will consist 

of a slice of fresh fruit/ 

vegetable. 

The teacher presents a basket 

with large and small, red and 

yellow apples. She asks the 

children to sort them by size and 

colour and count aloud how many 

are in each category. 

Then they have to attach a chip 

with a figure corresponding to the 

set. 

The reward will consist of a 

slice of fresh fruit / vegetable. 

The teacher introduces a 

fruits basket (apples, kiwi, 

plums, grapes, lemons, 

peaches). She asks the children 

to sort them according to their 

size, flavour and texture (how 

they feel at touch).They are 

encouraged to touch, smell and 

then taste fruit slices. They‟ll 

form, in turn, fruit sets: big/ 

small, sweet/ sour, smooth/ 

rough. They must also count 

how many fruit of each type 

they found. 
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Theme: 

Shape and thickness 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children go through 

the hall where chips with 

various geometric shapes, 

thick and thin, are strewn. The 

teacher shows to the children 

the round shape and asks them 

to carefully choose the chips 

which are round and thick. 

The teacher recites a poem: 

"I have an apple round-round / 

And in it, what is it hiding? / A 

seed - two / Or three if it rains, / 

Four if it’s cool, Five if it’s sun / 

Six-seven Eight / When the apple 

is ripe." The children listen 

carefully and choose the chips 

which have shape of the apple - 

round -out of a basket of chips 

of different shapes. 

The teacher repeats the word 

“round” when a child is wrong. 

Then asks the children to 

choose, from the round chips, 

the thick ones, saying they are 

"thick as a ripe apple with many 

seeds in it." 

The teacher places in front of 

the class several round shapes of 

different thicknesses and tells the 

children a poem: 

"Oh, but what happened? 

Did the wind entangle them? 

Or a rushed elf arrived before? 

As to unbind the spell” 

We need to order them. “The 

children will have to spread them 

on the floor in the order of their 

thickness, from thin to thick. The 

teacher advises them to feel the 

forms as to see which is thicker. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

There will be uses 

geometric shapes of different 

thicknesses. The children will 

watch the teacher to choose 

from their basket the same 

pieces as she does. 

For example, if she raises a 

square piece, the children take 

out of the basket the square 

pieces, and if she shows its 

width pointing out that it's a 

thick piece, the children will 

choose, from all the squares, 

the thick ones, the rest being 

put back in the basket. 

The teacher tells the children 

that they will play a game in 

which they have to choose from 

a basket the forms that she will 

name, but they should be careful 

that because she will indicate 

also the thickness of the piece. 

For example, when she 

pronounces the word "square", 

the children choose from the 

basket all the squares, then she 

pronounces the word "thick" and 

the children choose only the 

thick squares. 

In the classroom, there are 

scattered flowers with petals made 

of different geometric shapes. The 

children are divided into three 

teams and each team has the 

mission to collect the flowers with 

certain petal shape (round, square, 

triangular). The teacher shows 

them that some flowers are made 

of a thicker material and asks 

them to separate the flowers for 

two gardens: thick and thin. The 

teacher advises them to feel the 

flowers as to see which is thicker. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher shows a 

collage with characters 

composed of geometric 

figures. She points out that the 

characters in front are thicker. 

Children will look at the 

geometric shapes and create a 

story about them. They can 

use chips with geometric 

shapes of different thicknesses 

to add details to the story. 

The teacher shows a collage 

with characters composed of 

geometric figures. She points out 

that the characters in front are 

thicker. She tells them a story 

about these characters and asks 

children to describe the 

geometric shapes that appear in 

the collage, using these 

attributes: shape, colour, size 

and thickness. 

In the classroom, there are 

three baskets, a triangle, square 

and a circular one, and on the 

table there are geometric pieces. 

Divide the group into three teams, 

each team having the task of 

choosing the pieces of a certain 

form, then to separate them 

according to their thickness. 

At the end, they will be built 

sets of geometric figures of the 

same thickness. 
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Theme: 

Shape, Colour, Size And Thickness 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher shows the 

children a basket with 

different chips and presents 

their characteristics: shape 

(square, round, triangle), size 

(small, large), colour (red, 

yellow, blue, green), thickness 

(thick, thin). Then, she shows 

them certain chip (e.g. a big, 

thick, square, red chip) and 

asks them to find the same 

chip in their basket. 

The teacher shows the children a 

chip from each category of shape 

(square, round, triangle), size 

(small, large), colour (red, yellow, 

blue, green), thickness (thick, 

thin), asking them to repeat after 

her every notion. Then ask them 

to find a particular chip in their 

basket (e.g. a big, thick, square, 

red chip). 

The children go through 

the classroom where there 

are spread chips of a 

certain: shape (square, 

round, triangle), size (small, 

large), colour (red, yellow, 

blue, green), thickness 

(thick, thin). The teacher 

shows them a chip and asks 

thee children to find its pair 

in the classroom (e.g. a big, 

thick, square, red chip). The 

first to find it, will be 

applauded by colleagues. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Use various geometric 

figures with various: shapes 

(square, round, triangle), sizes 

(small, large), colours (red, 

yellow, blue, green), thickness 

(thick, thin). The children will 

watch the teacher as to choose 

from their basket the same 

pieces she does. 

For example, if she raises a 

large thick, square, red piece, 

the children will seek the same 

piece in their basket. 

The teacher shows the children a 

chip from each category of shape 

(square, round, triangle), size 

(small, large), colour (red, yellow, 

blue, green), thickness (thick, 

thin), asking them to repeat after 

her every notion. Then she asks 

them to find a particular chip in 

their basket (e.g. a big, thick, 

square, red chip). The child who 

finds it must present it to the 

others. It is useful to ask other 

children to repeat the description 

of that chip. 

In the classroom, the 

children are sent to pick 

flowers of different colours 

and sizes, each with a 

basket. They sit down 2 by 

2 and divide their flowers 

into big and small, each in 

one basket. Then they 

receive a model on which 

they will make a garden in 

the shape of a square or 

triangle. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher shows them a 

collage with characters made 

up of geometric shapes of 

different colours. She points 

out that the characters in the 

front (foreground) are built 

from bigger and thicker 

geometrical figures. 

Children will have the task 

of making collages from 

similar geometrical shapes that 

they will present in front of 

their colleagues. The teacher 

advises them to use thicker 

and bigger geometric shapes to 

create characters or objects 

which are in front. 

The teacher shows them a 

collage with characters made up 

of geometric shapes of different 

colours. She points out that the 

characters in the front 

(foreground) are built from bigger 

and thicker geometrical figures. 

She tells them a story about 

these characters and asks the 

children to describe the characters 

that appear in the collage (the 

geometric shapes they are formed 

from), using their attributes: 

shape, colour, size and thickness. 

At the end, they create puns using 

the attributes of geometric figures. 

In the classroom, there are 

frames in the shape of 

geometric figures (square, 

circle, and triangle), 

coloured red, yellow and 

blue. 

Teams of 4 children 

choose from a basket pieces 

of the same shape and 

colour, then separate them 

by size and then by 

thickness.  

In the end each team will 

pass and check if they have 

done the task properly. 
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Theme: 

The architects – form, colour, size 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children go into town 

and notice the buildings, 

streets and trees. 

They are shown each item, 

naming it. 

The children go to town, 

the teacher pronounces the 

words: building, street, tree, 

flower which she also shows 

them. The children touch 

the objects indicated. 

The children are arranged in 

pairs and go to town. The 

teacher names the objects and 

their children touch tem, or go 

around them. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

After a walk into town, the 

game called The Architects is 

played. A group uses cubes 

of various colours and makes 

carriages and blocks, another 

group draw a street with 

coloured strips and the third 

group makes a park with 

trees and flowers. The shape, 

size and colour are 

emphasised. 

An excerpt of the 

recording made in town is 

listened to. They can hear: 

various transport means, 

voices of children and adults 

and chirping birds. 

Having individual 

material, the children make 

a layout with buildings, 

garden or street, using 

shapes of different sizes and 

colours. 

 

In the yard, with chalk, 

plastic bricks and baskets of 

seedlings, the children make a 

neighbourhood with big and 

small buildings, streets and a 

flower garden. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are divided 

into groups that will make a 

layout of a neighbourhood 

with large or small buildings, 

of various colours. Each 

group will name the pieces 

used by their attributes: 

shape, size, colour, thickness. 

The children are divided 

into groups that will receive 

instructions like build a 

street with round big red 

buildings.  

The children build, and 

then draw the street using 

coloured ribbons. 

In the yard, with the help of 

plastic building bricks, 

coloured ribbons and baskets of 

seedlings, the children make a 

neighbourhood with many 

large or small buildings of 

different colours, streets  and 

then a flower garden. 
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Theme: 

Smarty rabbit friends – sorting and counting 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

   Children will sit on the 

carpet and watch a movie 

with animals - Smarty Rabbit 

Friends, helped by the 

teacher, which is their 

number. 

Children will sit on the 

carpet and watch a movie 

with the sound of animals: 

Smarty Rabbit Friends.  

They count the animals, 

repeat their name and 

number. 

 

Children will identify 

animals by their shape and by 

the sounds and they will sit 

them at the right place as 

required by Smarty Rabbit. For 

correct answers, children will 

receive a diploma. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children will watch the 

movie Smarty Rabbit Friends 

which shows different 

animals of various shapes 

and colors. 

Children will watch the 

movie Smarty Rabbit 

Friends which shows 

different animals of various 

shapes and colors. Children 

indicate groups and then the 

correct figure, counting. 

Children will watch the 

movie Smarty Rabbit Friends 

which shows different animals 

of various shapes and colors. 

Children indicate groups and 

then the correct figure, 

counting then they play role. 

For correct answers, children 

will receive a diploma. 

 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Children, dressed up in 

Smarty Rabbit friends, create 

sets and indicate the 

corresponding figure. 

Children, dressed up in 

Smarty Rabbit friends, 

create sets and indicate the 

corresponding figure. Then, 

they imitate the sounds of 

animals. 

Children, dressed up in 

Smarty Rabbit friends, create 

sets and indicate the 

corresponding figure. Then, 

they imitate the sounds of 

animals. 
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Theme: 

Sound 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Use a diapason (tuning fork), a 

small hammer and a basin of water. 

When you hit the diapason with 

the hammer, you hear only noise 

produces, but when you immerse it 

in water, you can observe waves 

forming around the diapason. 

The children listen to 

the sound of the diapason 

(tuning fork) and verbalise 

the observations and 

conclusions of the 

experiments presented in 

the visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

The children will 

observe in turn the waves 

produced by the diapason 

in: water, a box, sand etc. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Use a diapason (tuning fork) 

and a metal support on which you 

stick with glue a piece of thin 

thread with a ping pong ball at its 

end. When approaching the metal 

support to the diapason, you will 

notice that the ping pong ball 

vibrates. 

Conclusion: The sound travels 

in the form of a wave. 

Bottles are filled with 

water, the amount being 

higher or lower. When hit 

with a metal object, you 

can notice that they make 

different sounds. 

Note: the higher the 

amount of water is, the 

more acute the sound 

becomes. 

The children, 

blindfolded, will hold a 

bone rod between their 

teeth. 

When they will touch 

the diapason with the rod, 

they will feel the sound 

emitted by it through its 

vibrations, too. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Use two plastic cups and a 10 

meters long string. Make a hole in 

both cups and insert the ends of the 

rope in the holes. Stretch the rope 

(unimpeded), making a phone cord, 

which can be used by two children 

to speak with each other. 

They will note that the sound 

travels better and faster through 

solids than through the air. 

Stick a clock on one 

side of the teacher‟s table.  

The children will listen, 

with their ear against the 

other end, the ticking of 

the clock, noting that the 

sound travels not only 

through the air, but also 

through solids or liquids. 

The children will use, in 

turn, the phone cord, 

noting that the thread 

carries the vibrations, and 

the second cup receives 

and amplifies the sounds. 
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Theme: Objects 

Space And Form Of The Objects 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

 The children enter the 

room arranged like a castle 

with towers, walls, arches. 

They walk and choose the 

objects. 

They come in front of 

the teacher and she tells 

them how they are called. 

Then the children go and 

choose toys that have the 

same characteristics. 

The children are seated in 

circle and in the middle there 

are geometric figures and toys 

like cubes and spheres. 

The teacher says the word 

cube, the class repeats and the 

children touch the cubes. 

They do the same for the 

spheres. 

When the teacher says the 

word cube, the children touch 

the toys with cube shape. 

The children go into the 

classroom and the teacher gives 

them a cube or a round balloon. 

Then they seat in two groups, 

one with the cubes and the 

other one with the balloons. 

They go to the toy corner and 

they choose the toys that looks 

like the cube or the balloon. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are seated 

in semicircle on chairs and 

on the carpet; they have 

round balloons long 

balloons and oval balloons. 

All of different colors. 

They have to separate 

them first depending of 

form and then colors. 

The children are seated in 

semicircle on chairs and on 

the carpet they have round 

balloons, long balloons and 

oval balloons. All of different 

colors. 

The song Colored 

Balloons indicates the type of 

balloon they will choose and 

then they will find objects 

that have the same form. 

In the classroom there are 

hanging round balloons, long 

balloons and oval balloons. 

The children are holding in 

their hands toys that are alike. 

Each child will walk 

through the classroom, will 

touch a balloon and he will say 

the right word. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The group of children is 

seated in semicircle with 

the chairs inside out. 

In their baskets they 

have sphere, cube, ovoid 

and cuboid little objects. 

They separate the toys in 

groups and then choose the 

toys that are alike. 

The group of children is 

seated like in the classroom. 

The teacher is in the front 

and presents the sphere, cube, 

ovoid and cuboid geometrics 

figures. 

The children separate the 

toys in groups and then 

choose the toys that are alike, 

making analogies. 

When entering the group 

each child receives one small 

object as a sphere, cube, ovoid 

and cuboid. 

In the room there are four 

tables on which are placed 

different toys. 

Children choose toys after 

the object they have in hand. 
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Theme: Spatial Position 

Use of terms representing spatial positions 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

On a table, we place toys, 

and under the table a box. 

The child has to take toys 

from the table and put them in 

the box under the table, 

verbalizing the action. 

The child will have to do 

the reverse, putting the toys 

back in their place. 

We can play the game 

"UP, DOWN", on music. 

The child verbalises the 

action, performing the task. 

The action can be repeated 

with toys. 

We can play the game 

"UP, DOWN" without 

music. 

The child verbalises the 

action, performing the task 

several times. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We will place toys, from 

the classroom, above, below, 

in front of or behind the table. 

The children will have to 

seek the toys in the classroom, 

naming their spatial position in 

relation to the table or another 

large object. 

Game: "WATER - FIRE" 

The child will receive a toy 

and he/she is asked to place 

on top of a piece of furniture. 

If the child does it correctly, 

he/she receives FIRE, if 

she/he gets it wrong, he/she 

receives WATER.  

The same can be done 

asking the child to place the 

toy under, in front of or 

behind the table. 

The child may look for the 

object listening to indications 

and verbalising the action. 

Children are arranged in 

a column two by two, two 

arms away from each other, 

having to face a bench and a 

table. 

They have to run between 

objects, stepping on the 

bench and going under the 

table. Then they sit behind / 

front of one of the pieces of 

furniture. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Game: "FIND YOUR 

FAVOURITE TOY" 

The group is divided into 

two teams that will have two 

tasks: 

- To find objects 

verbalizing their spatial 

position related to a reference 

system 

- To place objects according 

to the indications of the 

educator, justifying the 

position of the object. 

Music game: "WHERE IS 

IT, WHICH IS IT, FIND IT" 

The children listen to a 

song, and look for objects as 

the song indicates to them. 

Place objects in relation to 

a reference system, then sing 

the appropriate stanza. 

Game: 

"EXPLORATORES" 

The group is divided into 

two teams which have to 

solve these tasks: 

- Search Object 1 which 

is to the left / right of Object 

2. 

- Place Object 1 in front 

of object 2 

- Find as many objects 

set high 
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Theme: 

Spatial Position 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 The children tell where 

the toys are (on the chair, 

under the chair). 

They listen the 

teacher‟s indications 

and explanations. 

They play Where the toy is? 

They verbalize the action and they 

realize the task repeatedly. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher calls a child 

to her and the other children 

close their eyes. 

The child settles the toy 

under the table, (the teacher 

tells him the spatial position), 

she claps, the children open 

their eyes and she asks: 

Where is the toy? 

The children respond 

individually or in unison. 

Everybody applaud the 

correct answers. 

Another child is 

called and he puts the 

toy after the teacher‟s 

requirement in another 

spatial positions 

The game 

continues until all 

spatial positions are 

occupied. The same 

position can be 

occupied several 

times. 

Another child is called and he puts 

the toy after the teacher‟s 

requirement in another spatial 

positions. The game continues until 

all spatial positions are occupied. The 

same position can be occupied 

several times. 

Game: COLD - HOT - HOT 

The child will receive a toy that 

must sit in the position indicated by 

the teacher. 

If the child is close, he gets HOT, 

he gets COLD if he mistakes, if he 

executes properly, he gets HOT. 

The child seeks the objects after 

indications and he verbalises the 

action. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The game is more 

complicated: 

The children will be 

divided in two teams: the 

little feet team and the little 

hands team. 

After the teacher‟s order: 

face to face; back to back; 

one after another; far apart; 

little hands on the carpet; 

little feet on the carpet etc., 

the children will perform the 

spatial positions indicated. 

The game can continue by 

changing the pair of game or 

the badges. 

With the transition 

Clap their hands: 

clap, clap, clap! 

Standing: trap, 

trap, trap! 

We turn around, we 

spin 

And we start to 

dance! 

We make the 

transition to the 

physical education 

activity. 

The children will be divided in 

two teams: the little feet team and the 

little hands team. 

One child from each team will 

follow a route to a toy that will be 

placed in different spatial positions. 

He will take the toy and he will 

place it to the team he is part of. 

The game will continue until the 

toys end. 
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Theme: Graphic Symbols 

Straight Line, Squiggly Line 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are seated 

in circle and in the middle 

of the circle there are 

models of straight and 

squiggly lines and on the 

panel there are images of 

straight and squiggly lines. 

The children choose the 

images with straight lines 

and they put them on the 

straight road and put the 

images with squiggly lines 

on the squiggly road.  

The children are seated in circle 

and in the middle there are models 

of straight and squiggly road. On 

the table there are several cars. 

The children take a car and go 

on the straight road, making a 

specific noise, then on the squiggly 

road. They use the words straight 

and squiggly. 

The children enter the 

classroom walking on the 

straight road, with the 

teacher as locomotive. 

At the teacher‟s signal, 

the train changes on the 

squiggly road. 

They repeat the action 

and they fixe the concept 

of straight and squiggly. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are seated 

in semicircle and on the 

carpet they have several 

images and two boxes that 

are drawn with straight and 

squiggly lines. 

The children choose the 

images with straight lines 

and they put them in the 

right box, and the images 

with squiggly lines in the 

other box. The action is 

verbalised. 

The children are seated on little 

chairs in semicircle and on the 

carpet they have geometric pieces 

with different forms and the same 

color. 

On the carpet there are two 

boxes. 

The children choose the squares 

and the triangles and they put them 

in the straight lines box, and the 

circles in the squiggly lines box, 

repeating out loud on every choice: 

straight, squiggly. 

The children enter the 

classroom; they pass by 

the table with geometric 

pieces and each of them 

choose one piece. 

Finally they form the 

group of straight edge 

pieces and the group of 

squiggly edge pieces. 

Then, they form a train 

and they go on straight 

road and then on squiggly 

road. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are seated 

like in the classroom. They 

have baskets with scissors 

and glue. They cut out 

pictures with straight lines 

and they make a collage 

with them. Then they cut 

out pictures with squiggly 

lines and they make another 

collage. 

The children are seated like in 

the classroom and they have 

baskets with counters. The teacher 

pronounce the word straight and 

the children choose as many as 

many straight lines counters they 

can. Then the teacher pronounce 

the word squiggly and the children 

have to choose as many squiggly 

lines counters they can. 

The children speak out loud the 

action they do. 

The children form two 

teams that will go on 

straight road and they 

have to pick up from 

classroom things that have 

straight lines and squiggly 

lines.  

Finally they do an 

exhibition of the things 

they picked up. 
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Theme: 

The Air 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

We inflate a balloon. We 

identify the cause of 

increasing volume of the 

balloon.  

Conclusion: the balloon is 

filled with air. 

We ask the children to imitate 

the sound produced by the wind. 

Conclusion: the air  moves 

The children flick the 

fans towards their faces 

and they feel the air 

moving. 

Conclusion: the air 

moves. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We inflate a balloon with 

air. We slowly release the air 

from the balloon. We watch 

the colour of the air. 

Conclusion: the air has no 

colour and no smell. 

We release gradually the air 

from a balloon. We identify the 

source of the sound produced. 

Conclusion: the air is coming 

out from the balloon, so it's 

moving. 

We ask the children to 

blow into a feather they 

hold into their hands. 

Conclusion: the feather 

moves due to the air that 

moves with it. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

We inflate two balloons of 

different shapes (round 

shaped and rabbit shaped for 

example). 

Conclusion: the air takes 

the same shape as the 

balloon. 

We ask the children to 

identify the sound of the water 

falling, the whistling of the wind, 

and the swishing of the leaves 

(as played from a cd) 

Conclusion: the air moves. 

Accompanied by the 

educators the children 

release lampions. 

Conclusion: the 

lampion floates due to the 

hot air. 
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Theme: 

The Air 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher inflates a 

baloon. The children identify 

the cause of the baloon's 

volume getting higher. 

 

Conclusion: 

The baloon is filled with air. 

 

The teacher is asking 

the children to imitate the 

wind sound. 

 

 

Conclusion: 

The air is moving. 

The children are moving fans 

in front of them and they feel the 

air moving. 

 

 

Conclusion 

The air is moving. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher is inflate  a 

baloon. She releases slowly 

the air inside the baloon. The 

children are watching the color 

in the air. 

 

Conclusion: 

The air doesn't have any smell 

or color. 

 

She releases slowly the 

air inside the baloon. The 

children are identifying 

the sound source 

produced by the baloon. 

 

Conclusion: 

The air is getting out of 

the baloon , so it's 

moving. 

The children are asked to blow 

towards a birds feather thats 

being held by each one in their 

hand. 

 

 

Conclusion: 

The feather is moving because of 

the air. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher is inflating 

two diffrent types of baloons 

(sphere and rabbit). 

 

 

Conclusion: 

The air takes the shape of the 

baloon. 

The children are being 

asked to identify the 

falling water sound, the 

winds  whistling and the 

leafes rustling (from a cd 

player). 

 

Conclusion 

The air is moving. 

 

Accompanied by the teacher 

the children are releasing 

lanterns into the air 

 

 

 

Conclusion: 

The lantern got high because of 

the hot air 
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Theme: 

The Bees 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children analyze a 

few insects on the board; 

they have to identify the bee 

judging by the colour, the 

shape of their body and 

wings. 

The children listen to a few 

sounds having to identify the 

humming of the bees. 

The children touch the 

honey comb to be able to 

describe it. The children 

shape plasticine in the form of 

the body of a bee. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children observe a 

few insects they have to 

name each of them and they 

have to describe in detail the 

bee. 

The children are being 

played a few sounds and they 

have to identify which of the 

insects made the sounds. 

The children draw a sketch 

of a bee's body. 

The children touch a honey 

comb and they describe it. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

 Children are observing a 

beehive whitch is known to 

be their home. 

They are observing the 

difference between the bees 

and the bumble-bee. 

The children are listening 

to the humming of the bees 

when they are around the 

beehive. 

The children are being 

given a bee shaped mold and 

they have to identify the 

shape. Also they are being 

given an insectarium they 

have to identify in detail the 

body of the bee. 
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Theme: 

The Brown Bear 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children, under the 

guidance of the teacher, are 

asked to look on a drawing 

representing the brown bear. 

Note: The brown bear is a 

large animal. 

The children are 

asked to listen to the 

teacher's explanations 

about the brown bear. 

The children are asked to show 

with their hand, on the drawing, the 

brown bear‟s body parts and what 

else they see the drawing (mountains 

and forests). 

Conclusion: The brown bear is a 

large mammal that lives in forested 

uplands. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are asked to 

watch a film showing the 

living environment of the 

brown bear. The children 

must identify the relief area 

where the brown bear lives. 

Note: brown bears live in 

the mountains with 

coniferous forests. 

The children 

verbalise on the living 

environment of the 

brown bear. 

The teacher instructs each child to 

imitate the behaviour of a brown bear 

and the other children have to guess 

what it does. They can mimic: the 

grazing , eating berries, tree 

climbing, climbing on rocks, hunting 

a deer, etc. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children go with the 

teacher to the zoo, where they 

are asked to recognize the 

brown bear. 

Note: The brown bear is 

an omnivorous mammal with 

a body covered by a thick 

brown fur. The fur helps it 

with stand the low 

temperatures from the high 

mountain area. 

The children 

verbalise in relation to 

the large and sharp 

that the brown bear 

has, and make 

assumptions on their 

use. 

The children are required to watch 

the bear and behave as it does in pen. 

The teacher encourages the 

children to say what they feel when 

patrolling and running like the bear 

in the pen (as to understand 

emotionally the animal). 

Conclusion: The brown bear is a 

wild animal what is tense in a pen 

because it is not free to run and hunt 

in its natural environment. 
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Theme: 

The Cat 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher brings to the 

activity room a cat in a basket. 

The children describe the animal. 

Note - the cat is covered with 

coloured fur; its body consists of: 

head, torso and legs, ending with 

a tail. On the head there are the 

eyes, nose and ears. 

The teacher brings to 

the activity room a cat in 

a basket. 

The children listen the 

cat‟s meowing and try to 

associate it with its 

feelings. 

The children stroked the 

cat and describe its fur. 

Note - the fur is soft, made 

up of many strands of hair. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher brings to the 

activity room a cat in a basket. 

The children describe the animal. 

Note - the cat is covered with 

coloured fur; its body consists of: 

head, torso and legs, ending with 

a tail. On the head there are: 2 

eyes, 2 ears, a nose with 2 nostrils 

and a mouth. The head has a 

round form, the eyes are small 

and round, the body is elongated, 

has four legs, ending with paws 

with claws and pads. 

The children cover 

their eyes with their 

hands. The teacher 

imitates the sounds 

produced by several 

animals, and the children 

must identify the sound 

made by the cat. 

Using 7- 8 puzzle pieces, 

the children build the cat's 

body. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are presented a 

movie with cats playing. They 

must identify the role of the 

different parts of the cat's body. 

E.g.: 

Feet - walking, jumping, 

running, balance, standing 

Claws - for poking 

Snout- nose - to breathe, smell 

Mouth - to meow, to eat, 

Ears - to hear 

Eyes - to see 

The children describe 

the cat in detail: they take 

into account the size, 

what the body is covered 

with, how many legs it 

has, what it feeds on, etc. 

The children are presented 

a model representing the 

creatures in a courtyard. 

The children must indicate 

the cat and to describe it by 

comparing it with the chicken 

and the cow. 

Then they imitate the 

behaviour that characterizes it 

(meowing, stalking, purring, 

etc.) 
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Theme: 

The Flight 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher shows 

aircraft at the projector: air 

balloon, airplane and 

helicopter. 

Children listen to 

multiple types of sounds 

made by: planes, cars and 

trains. 

They have to recognize 

aircraft. 

The teacher inflates a balloon 

and releases it. The balloon is 

flying. 

Children notice that the air is 

coming out with speed and picks 

up the ball. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher keeps a 

piece of paper near the lips 

and blow over the top. 

The air blown over 

presses less than the 

underneath air and the 

paper rises up. 

Using a laptop, it is 

reproduced the sounds of a 

flock of geese in flight and 

a plane. 

Children are required to 

indicate who fly faster. 

Professor uses two sheets of 

paper and builds a plane of one. 

Then she launches both papers. 

Children notice that paper 

plane pierces the air and flies 

more and almost straight. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher inflates two 

balloons, tie them and ask 

two children to keep them 

at small distance away one 

from the other. The teacher 

blows through a straw 

between the two balloons. 

The still air around the 

balloon presses more than 

the blown air of them and 

so they approached. 

Using a laptop, it is 

reproduced the sounds of 

birds. 

Children are asked to 

recognize birds that can fly 

and sort by lowest speed. 

The teacher divides a 

cardboard disc into eight triangles 

and cut four of them on skipped. 

In the center of the disc, the 

teacher snaps a longer plastic 

stick; the teacher rotates the stick 

between the palms and then 

released it. 

The propeller helicopter makes 

circulate the air above with speed 

and press less than the underneath 

air, that is motionless and thus the 

helicopter can rise up. 
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Theme: 

The Owl 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are asked to 

look on a drawing, presented 

by the teacher, with images 

of the owl in its life 

environment. 

Note: the owl is a night 

bird of prey. 

The children are asked 

to pay attention to the 

explanations, given by the 

teacher, about the way 

this night predatory bird 

lives. 

The children are guided by the 

teachers towards a board and they 

are asked to identify the beak of 

this predatory bird and then 

imitate how it uses to hunt and 

eat. 

Conclusion: the owl has a 

strong and slightly curved beak 

which it uses to hunt small 

rodents. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher shows the 

children a film about the life 

and the area of spreading of 

this species of bird called the 

owl. 

The children are asked to 

attentively watch the film and 

find out where the owl lives. 

Note: the owl lives in the 

temperate continental 

climate. 

The children are asked 

to listen to the noises of 

the owl in its life 

environment, in the film. 

They should try to 

imitate it. 

The children are asked to 

watch, in the film, how this night 

raptor bird uses its feet and then 

they should use their hands to 

imitate it. 

They are encouraged to make 

themselves paper claws (the 

teacher shows them how). 

Conclusion: the owl has short 

and strong legs finished with 

sharp claws. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children go to the zoo 

and are asked to identify, 

among the wildlife there, the 

owl. 

They have the task to 

identify the different 

characteristics of the owl 

compared to other birds in 

the zoo. 

Note: the owl is a bird that 

has light gray plumage and 

frontal eyes adapted to night 

vision. 

The children are 

encouraged to listen to its 

sounds and see if they 

hear the rustle of its 

wings when it flies. 

Note: the owl is very 

silent as not to alert the 

prey when it attacks. 

The children have the task to 

play a sketch about the life of the 

owl. 

The teacher can mediate the 

distribution of roles. 

If they have materials, they can 

make together some costumes of: 

owls, chickens, mice, etc. 

Conclusion: The owl is a bird 

of prey that relies on stealth and 

quick and surprise attacks. 
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Theme: 

The Pigeon 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are asked 

to identify the pigeon in 

an image showing three 

birds. 

Note: the pigeon is a 

bird of medium size. 

The children are 

explained the 

importance of the 

pigeon. 

On a table, the teacher puts a few 

pigeon feathers, which the children 

touch and describe. 

Conclusion: the pigeon\s body is 

covered with soft feathers of various 

colours. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Based on a drawing, 

the children are asked to 

identify the body parts of 

a pigeon. 

Note: the pigeon has a 

body consisting of: the 

head, torso and two feet. 

The children 

verbalise on this topic. 

Under the guidance of the teacher, 

the children are asked to use the method 

of a puzzle, in three parts, through 

which they reconstitute the pigeon. 

Conclusion: the pigeon has an 

aerodynamic body shape, because it is a 

flying bird. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are asked 

to watch pigeons in flight. 

Note: pigeons are birds 

that have an easy flight. 

The children are 

asked to listen to the 

noises produced by the 

pigeon‟s wings. 

The children are asked to draw the 

pigeon's body. 

Conclusion: the pigeon‟s body is 

made up of: a head with 2 sharp eyes 

and a small beak, neck, a torso with two 

wings (whose bones are full of air inside 

to ease the movement during flight) and 

two short legs equipped with claws 

(with role of clinging). The body is 

covered with soft feathers. 
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Theme: 

The snowdrop 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are presented a 

snowdrop. They identify the 

component parts: root, bulb 

(underground stem), air stalk, 

leaves and flower. They specify 

their colour. 

The children repeat the 

parts of the snowdrop and 

the season in which it 

blossoms. 

Each child receives a 

snowdrop and, at the request 

of the teacher, indicates a 

certain part: root, bulb 

(underground stem), air stalk, 

leaves and flower. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are presented a 

snowdrop. They identify the 

component parts (root, bulb, air 

stalk, leaves and flower) and 

describe each part: colour, 

shape, size, asperity, 

multiplicity, thickness, likeness 

and smell. 

The children sing a 

song about the snowdrop: 

Flower as a bell 

Small, but sturdy 

Comes out of the snow 

To see the spring. 

Using 5 puzzle pieces, 

representing component parts, 

the children reconstruct a 

snowdrop. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are presented a 

snowdrop. They identify and 

describe the component parts, 

specifying its role: the root 

absorbs water with minerals, the 

stalk transports them to the 

leaves and flowers, the leaf is 

the kitchen of the plant and the 

flower has a role in propagation. 

The teacher pulls the 

snowdrop out of the ground to 

show the location of the root 

and bulb and breaks the stalk to 

show that this carries water (it is 

wet). 

The children note that the 

root and bulb are white because 

they grow in the ground and not 

enough light gets to them. 

The children repeat the 

role of each component 

part and answer to 

questions such as: 

Why are the root and 

bulb white? (They are in 

the ground) 

Why does the root grow 

down? (It searches for 

water sources) 

Why does the stems and 

leaves grow up? (They 

search for light) 

The children receive a 

worksheet. They will draw a 

snowdrop and they will 

colour it in the corresponding 

colours. 
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Theme: 

The Sounds 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher and the 

children analyze the sounds 

produced by vibration: a 

stretched elastic rope, a drum 

and a ruler. 

Children listen to 

multiple types of 

sounds: musical 

instruments and 

vehicles. Children 

form groups. 

Children place their hands on a 

speaker. 

They notice that sounds produce 

vibrations. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher presses and 

lengthens at one end a straw 

for the juice. Then he 

breathes into him. The air 

blown through the narrowed 

surface vibrates and produces 

sounds. 

Shortens gradually and 

blow into it every time. The 

sound changes. 

A laptop 

reproduces animal 

sounds. 

The children have 

to identify domestic 

and wild animals. 

Children put a ticking clock to 

their ear and listen. Then, they 

remove the clock ticking until they do 

not hear it anymore and will put it on 

the table. If they close their ear to the 

table, ticking returns. 

They notice that the sound is better 

transmitted through the wooden table 

than air. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The ends of a cardboard 

tube are covered with foil 

food. Secured with duct tape. 

It drills with scissors the 

middle of one head. A lit 

candle is approached by the 

tube. The teacher beats his 

fingers across the tube. 

The sound makes the air 

inside the tube vibrates and 

extinguish the candle. 

A laptop 

reproduces the sounds 

of sirens: train, 

ambulance and boat. 

Sounds are 

classified into: high, 

medium and low. 

The teacher bends a sheet of 

cardboard in the form of a cone and 

secures it with duct tape. Then, she 

opens a radio and turns the volume to 

minimum. Will approach the 

narrower cone for the ear and the 

larger the machine. 

Cornet sounds are captured and 

routed to the ear. 
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Theme: 

The squirrel 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are asked to 

look at pictures with images 

of squirrels. 

Note: the squirrel is an 

arboreal animal species with 

the body covered with thick 

fur. 

The children are asked 

pay attention to the 

explanations given by the 

teacher on the squirrel. 

The children are given a bowl 

of peanuts / nuts and they have to 

eat them like squirrels. 

Note: the squirrel is an animal 

of small size. 

Conclusion: the squirrel lives 

in the trees where it finds the nuts 

it feeds on. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are asked to 

watch a film presenting the 

life of squirrels. 

Note: The squirrel is a 

rodent from the mammal 

group. 

Conclusion: the squirrel 

feeds on seeds, pine or fit 

cones. 

The children listen to 

explanations about how 

these rodent mammals 

feed. 

The children are given a basket 

with different fruits, vegetables, 

nuts and seeds. 

They have to pick from the 

basket what they think a squirrel 

would eat and separate them into 

categories. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are asked to 

describe the body 

characteristics of the squirrel. 

Conclusion: The squirrel 

has a small body (about 35 

cm), including the tail, 

covered with a thick reddish 

fur with shades of scarlet and 

a bushy tail. 

The children are asked 

to pay attention to the 

short sounds used by 

squirrels in a park to 

communicate. 

They need to 

verbalize what they think 

the squirrels are saying. 

The children and the teacher 

choose a squirrel from the park 

and watch it to see what activities 

it has. 

The teacher gives the children 

some nuts and peanuts to feed it 

and then urges them to follow it to 

see what it does with them if it 

does not eat them. 

Conclusion: the squirrel lives in 

trees and it makes reserves of food 

for the cold season. 
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Theme: 

The Stork 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

A picture of a stork is presented 

to children. The children observe 

where it lives, where and from 

what it makes its nest, parts of the 

body. 

Note: the stork returns in the 

spring in the warm countries, it 

lives on riverbanks, it nests in a 

high and sunny place from twigs, 

grass, straws and dirt. The plumage 

is white and black; its body 

consists of head, torso and legs. 

The children are 

presented on an 

electronic device, the 

stork‟s clattering - the 

only sound it makes. 

Using 4 puzzle pieces (head, 

neck, torso and legs), the children 

reconstruct the body of the stork. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are presented a 

picture of a stork. 

The children identify the parts 

of the body and describe them: 

small head, covered with white 

feathers (at which they notice: 

small eyes, long, sharp and orange 

beak), long neck, torso (oval, 

covered with white and black 

feathers, fitted with large wings) 

and feet (long, orange, thin, 

plucked and ending with thin 

fingers and claws united through a 

membrane). 

The children 

repeat the parts of the 

stork‟s body and they 

describe them. 

The children receive a worksheet 

containing the image of a stork 

whose contour is a broken line. 

They get the task of uniting the 

points to make the contours of the 

body and of the observable 

components. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are presented a 

picture of a stork. The children 

identify the parts of the body and 

describe them. 

They also specify the role of 

parts: the beak - feeding, breathing, 

eyes - sight, wings - flying, foot - 

walking etc. making connections 

between components and living 

environment or mode of feeding: 

beak and legs are long because it 

feeds on frogs and fish from the 

water etc. 

The children are 

presented different 

sounds produced by 

birds (on electronic 

media). 

They will identify 

them, distinguishing 

especially the 

clattering of the stork. 

On the panel there are two 

images (composed of three parts 

each): a stork and a hen. 

The children compare the two 

birds: colour and components (size, 

length, thickness and shape), 

making connections between 

components and living environment 

or mode of feeding. The teacher 

asks the children to cover their eyes 

with their hands, then she change 

the parts between the birds. The 

children will identify the 

component that does not belong to 

the bird. 
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Theme: 

The physics and the nature 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

In front of the children 

more containers are placed: a 

warm water container, a cold 

water container, ice and 

snow. We put the containers 

next to a heat source and we 

observe that the ice and the 

snow also melted, the cold 

water became warmer. 

The children listen more 

sounds and they have to 

identify the sound produced 

by the water flow, after they 

listened the sound produced 

by the transfer of the water 

from a glass to another.  

The children have to touch 

the content of each container în 

order to specify if the content is 

cold or warm. They have to 

transfer the water from one 

glass to another. 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

It's winter. We go to visit a 

water pump. We observe that 

the water flows continously. 

Next to the water pump there 

are little mesh water formed 

by the flowing water. The 

children can observe that 

these one don't flow and they 

are even frozen. 

We explain to the 

children that water from the 

pump flows although is 

winter because it has a 

bigger volume while the 

mesh water, because they 

have a smaller water 

amount and because they 

are stagnant waters, they 

froze. 

The children have to fill with 

water a container and then to 

put it into a freezer. Then they 

have to remove it from the 

freezer and to study its content 

from the point of view of the 

form, the hardness and the 

temperature. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

In front of the children 

there is a glass ballon half 

filled with water. They 

observed that because of the 

heat the water volume grew. 

They observed that when 

they put it în the cold water 

container the  water level  

decreased. 

 

 

The children listen a CD 

about the expansion and the 

contraction of the water 

depending on temperature. 

We explain to the children 

that this is the expansion 

phenomenon. 

We explain the contraction 

phenomenon and the 

conditions this one appears. 

These phenomenons 

produce during winter when 

the water freeze and it 

increases its volume or 

when we put the water 

bottles into the freezer. 

 

The children filled half 

water the glass ballon. They 

took the glass ballon and they 

put it into a container with cold 

water. 
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Theme: 

The Water 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

We show the children 

four glasses-one with water, 

the others with yellow, red 

and green juice. We ask the 

children to identify the 

glass of water and to 

specify the colour of the 

water. 

Conclusion: the water 

has no colour. 

The children listen the 

sound of o waterfall being 

played on an electronic 

support. 

Conclusion: the water 

runs. 

The children put their hands 

into a water bowl. 

Conclusion: their hand gets 

wet( wet-dry sensation) 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We pour water from a 

glass into a bowl. Has the 

shape of water changed? 

Conclusion: the water 

takes the shape of the bowl 

that was poured into. 

We ask the children to 

pour water from one glass 

to another and to capture 

the sound it makes. 

Conclusion: the water 

runs 

We ask the children to taste and 

to smell the drinking water from 

the glasses. Children are asked to 

compare the taste and the smell of 

the water with the taste and the 

smell of the tea and the lemon. 

Conclusion: The water has no 

taste and no smell 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

We put an object into a 

glass of water (a coin). The 

children look at the object 

vertical on the surface 

where water and air 

separate. 

Conclusion: the object 

looks bigger. 

The children can 

differentiate the sound of 

running water from the 

whistling of the wind and 

from the rustling leaves 

whilst listening the tape. 

Conclusion: the water 

runs 

We put a half teaspoon of sugar 

into glasses of drinking water. We 

stir the content. We taste the water 

from the glass. 

Conclusion: the water mixes 

with sugar. 
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Theme: 

The Woodpecker 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher asks the 

children to look through a 

photo album with several 

species of birds such as the 

sparrow, woodpecker, 

titmouse and nightingale. 

The children are asked to 

find the woodpecker. 

Note: the woodpecker is a 

bird often encountered in the 

trees, where it finds its food 

(beetles and larvae). 

The teacher asks the 

children to listen to a 

sound recording of the 

noises a woodpecker 

makes when hitting the 

bark of a tree with its 

beak. 

The teacher asks the children 

to imitate the woodpecker. 

Conclusion: the woodpecker 

is a bird that lives in trees where 

it finds food by knocking with its 

beak in search of beetles and 

larvae. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher shows the 

children a video that presents 

a woodpecker clinging to a 

tree. 

Note: the woodpecker 

clings to trees using the claw 

from its toes. 

The children are asked 

to listen, during the film 

presented, the noises made 

by the woodpecker when it 

clings to the branches of a 

tree. 

The teacher asks the children 

to describe and draw the legs of 

this bird and then to mimic how 

the bird clings to the tree. 

Conclusion: the woodpecker 

is a bird with legs with strong 

claws, with which it can cling to 

the trunks and branches of trees. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children go in the 

woods, under the supervision 

of the teacher, where they are 

asked to look, in the trees, the 

woodpeckers. 

Note: the woodpecker is 

an insectivorous bird. It feeds 

on insects that it finds under 

the bark of trees. 

The children are asked 

to listen to the sound the 

woodpecker produces 

when it hits with its beak 

the bark of trees to feed on 

insects (which it finds 

under the bark of trees). 

The teacher asks the children 

to get close to the trees and to 

look, on the ground around the 

trees, for fragments of bark, the 

result of the work of this bird 

called the Sanitary of the trees. 

Conclusion: the woodpecker 

has a strong beak, with which it 

discovers insects and larvae 

under the bark of trees. 
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Theme: 

The Air 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

We need a pet and warm 

water, we fill the bottle with 

warm water, then we empty the 

bottle and we put the stopper. 

Note – the bottle flattens the 

sides, as if two hands crush him. 

Conclusion – the air from 

the plastic bottle is easier and 

swollen as a result of heat and it 

is squashed by the exterior air. 

 The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the 

visual style. 

The children perform, in turn, 

the experiment from the visual 

style. 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We need a balloon, an empty 

bottle, a hot water bottle, we 

place the balloon on the bottle s 

neck and we sink it a minute in 

hot water, the balloon will 

inflate. We place the bottle in 

cold water, the balloon will 

deflate. 

Conclusion - the air from the 

bottle expands and needs more 

volume, so it inflates the ball, it 

cools and shrinks back to 

occupy only the volume of the 

bottle. 

The children verbalize 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the 

visual and kinesthetic 

style. 

 

The children make lanterns and 

they will raise them. 

Note – the air heated by the 

candle lantern, will pick up the 

lantern in the air. The lanterns fly 

as long as the flame burns, then it 

goes down slowly to the ground. 

 

 

 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

We show to the children 

some images with hot air 

balloons. We explain them that 

in order to float we use the fact 

that hot air (from the inside) has 

a lower density than that of the 

air cooler (from the outside). 

 

 

The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the 

visual and kinesthetic 

style. 

 

We need a glass, a book, a 

smooth plate, hot and cold water. 

We place the plate on the book 

inclined, we water the glass with 

cold water and we lay it over 

turned on the high side of the plate 

which will slide slowly and it will 

stop. Then we water the glass of 

warm water, it quickly slips and 

falls. 

Conclusion – the heated air 

from the glass expands and it 

raises his glass on the plate, 

imperceptibly, leaving it free to 

slide without friction. 
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Theme: 

The Air Is Everywhere 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

On the table there is a glass and 

a transparent vesel with water. We 

press down and quickly the glass to 

the bottom of the vesel. 

When it reaches the bottom of 

the vesel it piches. Air bubbles get 

out from the glass and they get up 

on the water surface. 

We distribute to the 

children anniversary 

trumpets. The children 

blow and produce 

sounds .The moving 

air produces sound 

and it extends the 

pacifier tongue. 

We distribute a syringa 

without the needle. The 

children pull the handle which 

is filled with air and then they 

plug the opening with a finger. 

They press and then they 

release. The air from the 

syringa doesn‟t allow the 

handle to descend and then it 

pushes the handle back. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We put a ruler on the table so 

that it gets over the edge of the 

table less than half. We place a 

sheet of paper on the ruler and we 

lay it with the palm. We hit 

strongly the free part of the ruler to 

blow the sheet of paper. The air 

above stops the rise of the paper. 

We blow and we 

inflate balloons. We 

tighten the end so that 

air can not escape. The 

air trying to come out 

produces sounds. 

We fill the glass with water.  

We plug the glass with a glossy 

postcard. We grab the postcard 

and we turn the glass upside 

down and then we take your 

hand off from the postcard. The 

air below the glass presses on 

the postcard and so she does 

not fall. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On the desk there is a jar with a 

paper fixed on his bottom and a 

deeper transparent vessel with 

water with floating a ping-pong 

ball. We cover the ball with the jar 

and we push slowly the water 

slowly to the bottom. Children are 

asked to indicate whether the ball 

and paper are wet. The air in the jar 

prevents water to get in and so the 

ball is dry and the paper is not wet. 

We press a straw 

from the juice box and 

we blow in it. The air 

from the straw 

produces sounds, 

On the water canister lid we 

stick a ball of dough. At the 

end of a plastic rod we stick 

two identical deflated balloons. 

We place the dough on the 

middle rod .The balance is 

balanced. We inflate a balloon 

and we stick it again. The 

balance tilts toward the air 

balloon, so it is harder than the 

deflated ballon. 
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Theme: 

The dimension – big/little 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children are seated in a 

circle, and in the middle there 

are big and little balls. 

The children choose big 

balls and they place them in 

the large box , then those little 

balls they place them in the 

small box. It is shown by 

association which is the little 

or the big ball. 

 

 

The children are seated in 

a circle, and in the middle 

there are big and little balls. 

We pronounce the word big 

and the children choose large 

balls, they place them in the 

large box, then we pronounce 

the word small and the 

children place the  small balls 

into the small box. We repeat 

the two words showing balls 

(large and small). 

The children are seated in a 

circle, and in the middle there 

are big and little balls. 

Each child goes in the middle 

and then he choose a big ball and 

then  a small ball , putting them 

into the right box . 

 

  

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are seated in a 

semicircle on the chairs and 

they have in front of them on 

the carpet cubes, triangles and 

circles large and small shapes, 

but the same color. 

Also on the floor there are two 

boxes (large and small). 

The children will choose 

large pieces and they will 

place them into the large box 

and the small pieces into the 

small box. 

 

 

The children are seated in 

a semicircle on the chairs and 

they have in front of them on 

the carpet cubes, triangles 

and circles large and small 

shapes , but the same color. 

Also on the floor there are 

two boxes (large and small). 

The children will choose 

large pieces and they will 

place them into the large box 

and the small pieces into the 

small box repeating the 

words big-small. 

The children are seated in a 

semicircle on the chairs and they 

have in front of them on the 

carpet cubes , triangles and 

circles large and small shapes, 

but the same color. 

Also on the floor there are 

two boxes (large and small). 

The children will choose large 

pieces and they will place them 

into the large box and the small 

pieces into the small box. 

 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children have in front of 

them cubes four sizes. They 

arrange the  cubes in 

ascending order of size, then in 

order of decreasing, 

verbalizing and explaining  the 

settlement. 

 

The children have in front 

of them cubes four sizes. The 

teacher pronounces the word 

small, and the children 

choose the small cube, then 

the larger one, bigger and 

then the biggest, the  children 

placing cubes in ascending 

order. They place the cubes 

in order of decreasing , 

verbalizing and explaining  

the settlement. 

The children have in front of 

them cubes four sizes. The 

teacher pronounces the word 

small, and the children choose 

the small cube, then the larger 

one, bigger and then the biggest, 

the  children placing cubes in 

ascending order. They place the 

cubes in order of decreasing , 

verbalizing and explaining  the 

settlement. 
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Theme: 

The Dog 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher brings to the 

activity room a dog in a 

basket. Children describe the 

animal. 

Note - dog fur is covered 

with colored body consists of 

head, trunk and legs and 

ending with a tail. At the 

head they can see eyes, nose, 

ears. 

The teacher brings 

to the activity room a 

dog in a basket. 

Children detects 

barking dog. 

Children stroked the puppy and 

describe fur. 

Note - soft fur is made up of more 

hair. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher brings to the 

activity room a dog in a 

basket. Children describe the 

animal. 

Note - dog fur is covered 

with colored body consists of 

head, trunk and legs and 

ending with a tail. At the 

head they can see two eyes, 

two ears, two nostrils and 

muzzle with mouth. The head 

has small and round eyes, the 

body is elongated, has four 

legs, ending with paws with 

claws and pads. 

The children cover 

their eyes with their 

hands, and the teacher 

imitate a barking 

sound. Children 

recognize the sound. 

Using 7- 8 puzzle pieces, children 

build the dog's body. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are presented a 

movie with playing dogs. 

They must specify the role of 

the parts. 

☺Feet – help the dog 

walking, jumping, running, 

balance, standing. 

☺Muzzle-nose – helps 

breathing and helps to snuffle 

☺Mouth helps eating and 

barking 

☺Ears -  help to hear 

The children 

discuss their findings 

from experiments in 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

Children are presented a layout 

representing the domestic animals. 

Children must indicate the dog and 

have to describe it, by comparison 

with chicken and cow. It takes into 

account the size, the number of the 

legs,  what it feeds etc. 
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Theme: 

The Hen And The Rooster 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The teacher presents images 

with the hen and the rooster. 

They are asked a brief 

description of the two birds. 

Note - covered with colored 

feathers, they have body 

consisting of head, torso and 

legs. The trunk has wings. 

Together with the 

teacher, the children 

imitate the sounds 

produced by the two 

birds. 

The teacher presents a model 

representing a yard. In the 

courtyard there are animal toy. 

Children must indicate rooster 

and hen. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher presents images 

with hen and the rooster. Then 

she asks them to fully describe 

the two birds. 

Note - covered with colored 

feathers, they have body 

consisting of head, torso and 

legs. The trunk has wings. Head 

beak is observed with breathing 

holes, two eyes, ridge. 

The trunk ends with a tail, 

the legs are covered with skin 

covered with scales that ends 

with fingers claw. 

A child imitates the 

sound of hen or rooster. 

Others recognize 

him. 

Children receive one 

worksheet. 

They must unite dashed 

curves to get the body contours 

of the two birds. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are presented 

images of fowls. They must 

specify the role of each part. 

Feet - walking, jumping, 

running, balance, standing, 

claws searched. 

Wings - to fly, 

Nose - for breathing, 

Mouth - to eat, 

Ears - to hear 

Eyes- to see 

Hen lay eggs, the rooster 

does not. 

Children and teacher 

discuss about the 

experiments in visual 

and kinesthetic styles. 

One by one, the children 

imitate the actions made by hen 

and rooster: they fly, jump, sing, 

make eggs, rooster struggles 

with other roosters, scratch. 

The other children recognize 

the action. 
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Theme: 

The Light That Folds 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

In the class is dark. The 

teacher creates a point with a 

laser fixed on two books. He 

will turn point. In front of the 

laser it is placed a glass of 

water. The teacher will color 

the point again. 

Children will notice that 

the water bend the light. 

In front of the class there 

is a dashboard with a dog. 

The teacher indicates any 

part of the body and the 

children show it by using 

the laser passing through the 

water. 

The point does not 

indicate it from the first 

time because the water bend 

the light. 

In front of the class there is 

a bucket with transparent water 

and on the bottom of it there is 

a coin. Children are required to 

roll up a sleeve so as not get 

wet and pick up the coin. The 

sleeve will be wet because the 

currency shown above. 

The light coming from the 

coin is cheating. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher fills the glass 

with water and he puts in a 

few drops of milk. In the 

class is dark. The teacher 

heads a lamp obliquely to the 

surface of the glass. 

Children observe that the 

light entering in water 

changes the leaning. 

On the table it is 

projected the rainbow 

formation. 

Children notice that each 

color is different when 

passing through the 

raindrop.  

Children insert a straw into a 

glass of water. The straw seems 

broken where it is inserted in 

water. 

When the light passes from 

air into water it changes its 

direction. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

In front of a flashlight 

there is a black cardboard 

with a hole in the middle. In 

the classroom it's dark and 

the light is moving towards a 

transparent bowl with water 

and some milk, from beside 

and from the bottom to the 

surface. 

The surface of the water 

acts as a mirror and the light 

goes back into the water. 

On the table there is a 

picture which shows that far 

away in the desert the sea 

can be seen. Children are 

required to say if it is true. 

The teacher explains this is 

an optical mirage, and one 

that looks great is the image 

formed by the hot air of 

heaven. 

Children are explained 

what is an optical mirage. 

Children wrapped a plastic 

bottle water with black cloth 

and inserted through a drill 

secured with plasticine 

transparent hose. 

On the bottom of the drum 

sticks flashlight. In the 

classroom there is dark. The 

flashlight bulb lights up and 

pressed glass. 

Light traces the water hose 

bent. 
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Theme: 

The Magical Light Bulb 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

On the teacher‟s table 

there is a lamp and different 

coloured light bulbs that are 

connected at a time.  

The bulbs light in 

different colours and the 

light is brighter or darker. 

On the teacher‟s table there‟s 

a musical toy with batteries and 

lights. Upon pressing the 

buttons, the toy won‟t function. 

After the batteries have been 

connected, the lights start 

working and there are sounds 

coming out of the toy. The toy 

can’t function without 

batteries. 

On the teacher‟s table 

there is a lamp and different 

coloured light bulbs that are 

connected at a time.  

The bulbs light in 

different colours and the 

light is brighter or darker. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

On the teacher‟s table 

there‟s a touch-sensitive 

lamp.  

The light bulb can be 

brighter only by 

modifying the filament.  

The children repeat the 

experiment. 

On the teacher‟s table there‟s 

a musical toy and two sets of 

batteries, a new set and an use 

done. The teacher asks the 

children to point towards the 

new set. The batteries can‟t be 

separated. The teacher proceeds 

to connecting both of the sets to 

the toy, which works brighter 

and louder with the new 

batteries. 

Batteries consume over 

time. 

On the teacher‟s table 

there‟s a touch-sensitive 

lamp.  

The light bulb can be 

brighter only by modifying 

the filament.  

The children repeat the 

experiment. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On the teacher‟s table 

there‟s a functioning light 

connected with two wires to 

a glass of water. One cuts a 

wire in half, peels off the 

ends‟ isolations for 3 cm 

and fixes them on the inside 

edges of the glass. If one 

pours water inside the glass, 

the bulb won‟t light. If one 

adds salt, however, the light 

bulb will work.  

Salted water can 

transport the electricity of 

the battery. 

The teacher forms groups of 

three children. One child is the 

battery and his hands coloured 

red and blue, another child is the 

light bulb and has a yellow cap 

on and the last one is a switch. 

The children are asked to hold 

each others‟ hands. The circuit 

is closed and the light bulb is 

working.  

The switch is asked to raise 

 his right hand and the bulb‟s 

cap is swapped with a white one.  

The circuit is open and the 

bulb isn’t working. 

On the teacher‟s table 

there‟s a functioning light 

connected with two wires to 

a glass of water. One cuts a 

wire in half, peels off the 

ends‟ isolations for 3 cm 

and fixes them on the inside 

edges of the glass. If one 

pours water inside the glass, 

the bulb won‟t light. If one 

adds salt, however, the light 

bulb will work.  

Salted water can 

transport the electricity of 

the battery. 
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Theme: 

The Magnet 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

On the chair there is a 

magnet and a coin. We touch 

the magnet with the coin. The 

body which attracts the coin 

is called magnet. The 

children repeat the 

experiment. 

On the table there is a 10 

coin money, a piece of 

plasticine and a magnet. We 

modelate the plasticine in 

the form of a coin with a 

light touch. Children are 

asked to choose the real 

coin, blindly and without 

touching it. The magnet 

choose every time the real 

coin. 

We put a coin on a notebook 

and we move the magnet 

underneath the notebook trying 

to move the coin. The magnet 

attracts through objects too, 

moving the coin. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We create a chain of clips 

using a magnet. We remove 

the magnet and the chain 

breaks. The clips briefly 

behave like a magnet. The 

children repeat the 

experiment. 

We insert a disc magnet, 

colored on both sides with 

red and blue on a red pencil 

up. Children are asked to 

indicate, with closed eyes, 

the colors of magnets when 

we further introduce another 

one. We check if we hear a 

sound when heads have 

different colors and attract 

(red - blue), and if not, then 

they are rejected and they 

have the same color (red - 

red). 

We draw and we cut out a 

small colored paper a kite, and 

then we stick a clip tied with a 

long thread. 

We glue the end of the 

thread on the table. We tie with 

a wire a magnet and we 

approach it to the kite. The clip 

is attracted to the magnet and it 

raises the kite. The kite follows 

the movement of the magnet. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On the bottom of a 

transparent vessel with water 

there is a nail, a ball of clay 

and an aluminum coin and 

near the vessel there is a 

fishing rod with a magnet. 

Children are asked which 

item can be removed from 

the water. Only the   nail can 

be fished from the water 

because it is made of iron. 

A speakerphone is 

connected to a radio. We 

listen to the sounds. We 

approach a little key on the 

metal part of the speaker. 

This one attracts the small 

key that has a magnet in its 

composition. We examine  

the components of  the 

speaker. 

We draw a few fish on a 

sheet of colored plastic, then 

we crop them   and we catch a 

clip in each fish mouth. We fill 

a bucket with water and we let 

the fish in it. From a pencil, a 

thread and a horseshoe magnet 

we create a rod. The fish bite 

the bait and they rise. The 

attraction of the magnet defeat 

fish weight. 
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Theme: 

The soil (the earth) 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

We present to the children 

soil samples: clay, black soil 

and sand. We demand the 

children to identify the 

samples. 

Observation - the soil is 

red, black and yellow. 

The children verbalize 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the visual 

and aural styles. 

The children mould clay 

objects (homogeneous solution 

from clay and water, consistent, 

previous prepared). 

Conclusion- the wet clay 

can be shaped. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The teacher pours water in 

the soil pot which is 

perforated at the base. 

Observation – the water 

flows through the pot‟s 

orifice. 

Conclusion – the water 

circulates through the soil. 

The children verbalize 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the visual 

and aural styles. 

 

We present to the children 

soil samples: clay, black soil 

and sand. 

We demand the children to 

touch the soil samples. 

Observation – the soil is 

composed from bigger or 

smaller particles, pebbles, 

remains of plants. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The children put in water 

glasses dried clods. 

Observation – air bubbles 

raise from the soil. 

Conclusion – the soil 

contains air. 

 

The children verbalize 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the visual 

and aural styles. 

 

The children with their 

teacher go in the schoolyard 

where they plant a little tree. 

Observation – the plant 

fixes in the soil. 

Conclusion – the plant's root 

fixes in the soil where it 

absorbs water and nutrients. 
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Theme: Thickness 

Thick And Thin Objects 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children are seated in a 

circle, and in the middle 

there are thick and thin 

scarves. 

Children choose thick 

scarves when they see the 

winter pictures and the 

thin scarves when they see 

spring pictures. 

Children are seated in a 

circle, and in the middle there 

are thick and thin ribbons. 

Children choose thin 

ribbons when they hear the 

wind whistling and the slightly 

thicker when the wind whistled 

down. 

Children are seated in a 

circle, and in the middle there 

are thick and thin sports bars. 

The teacher organizes two 

teams who choose thick / thin 

sports bars. 

Children hold sticks and 

rotate and then they change the 

team. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children are seated in a 

semicircle on the chairs 

and on the carpet there are 

thin and thick scarves 

colored (red, yellow, 

blue). 

They select the scarves 

by the criterion of 

thickness, then using the 

criterion of color. 

They form six groups. 

Children are seated in a 

semicircle on the chairs and on 

the carpet there are thin and 

thick scarves colored (red, 

yellow, blue). 

The teacher pronounces the 

word thick and children choose 

the thick ribbons. The same 

rule applies with the thin 

ribbons. Then they select the 

colors. 

Children do puns. 

Children enter the classroom 

on rhythmic music. Teacher 

gives each of them a stick, then 

the children are placed after the 

thickness of the bar into two 

teams. 

Three flags in front of the 

group are colored red, yellow, 

blue. 

At the signal of the 

educator, children are grouped 

by color of the stick, then after 

thickness in each group. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The group is seated as 

at school, children having 

baskets with pictures of 

four thicknesses. 

They place the images 

in ascending order of 

thickness, then in order of 

decreasing, verbalizing 

and explaining how the 

settlement. 

The group is seated as at 

school, children having baskets 

with cutting fruit cards of four 

thicknesses. 

The teacher pronounces the 

word thin and children choose 

the thin fruit, then slightly 

thicker, thicker and children 

arrange the fruits by putting 

them in ascending order and 

then descending, verbalizing. 

The group is seated as at 

school, children having baskets 

with cutting fruit cards of four 

thicknesses. 

Children cut the thinnest 

fruits cards and places them on 

the left, then they cut the 

thicker one. 

They place them in 

ascending and then descending 

order. 
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Theme: 

Vegetables 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Children are introduced to 

various spring vegetables: 

radish, lettuce, green onions etc. 

The children must recognize 

them by their colors and shape. 

The teacher reads to 

the children riddles about 

spring vegetables, and 

they must find the right 

answers. 

The children are called in 

turn to the table with 

vegetables, which we will call 

stall, as in the market. They 

will touch them and they will 

specify the form and  texture of 

each. They will conclude that 

each vegetable is different in 

shape, texture, smell and taste. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children are asked to 

associate the colors of the 

vegetables with objects in their 

environment. 

They need to notice that, 

although the radish is red on the 

outside, it is white on the inside. 

They are presented also the 

black radish. 

The children watch a 

PowerPoint presentation 

about spring vegetables: 

where they grow, what 

flavor and taste they 

have, their role and who 

takes care of them. They 

listen to the explanations. 

Task: to spot the 

differences between  the 

two types of radishes. 

The children have to tear: 

lettuce, green onion and radish. 

They will notice that the first 

two are torn easily, they are 

thin, fragile, soft, while the 

radish is impossible to be torn 

and therefore it needs to be cut. 

The children are given plastic 

knives and will use them to cut 

radishes. The conclusion is that 

vegetables are different from 

each other, but have the same 

role: to strengthen the body, to 

make it stronger in fighting 

germs. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The plates are stacked with 

many spring vegetables. The 

children need to recognize them. 

They will notice how the colors 

of the different vegetables mix 

and how they look inside when 

they are cut. 

The teacher reminds 

them the information 

learned in previous years 

and says that today they 

will learn some new 

things about vegetables. 

They will listen carefully 

to the new information 

(there may be 

information about their 

nutritional value, their 

cultivation etc.) 

Using plastic knives and 

kitchen boards, the children will 

help to cut teacher to cut the 

spring vegetables in order to make 

a salad. They will put the sliced 

vegetables into a bowl, they will 

add salt, vinegar and oil, and then 

they will mix. Then, they will 

taste the salad and they will notice 

that the tastes have mixed and 

stirred up each other and the 

elements added. Thus, they 

obtained a very pleasant taste. 

Conclusion: food must be 

prepared carefully, taking into 

account the ingredients used. 
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Theme: Environment – cognitive stimulation 

„Forms of relief” 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea
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Children are presented the 

materials used in the 

experiment - the jar, pan, 

plasticine, glass, red food 

color. They have to identify 

the red components and the 

plasticine. 

Listening to a 

volcano which erupts, 

children will have to 

specify if the sound 

heard is high or low. 

The children will have to shape 

the plasticine in the form of a 

round, similar to the mouth of the 

bowl. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

Children will follow a 

Power Point containing images 

with the volcanoes, the form of 

the landscape where we can 

find them, the manner in 

which they have appeared, 

sounds produced by them 

when erupt. 

The children listen 

to different sounds and 

are required to 

recognize the sound 

produced by a volcano 

when erupts. 

They will have to shape the 

plasticine and stick it to the mouth 

of the jar. They can mix red food 

color with water in order to observe 

that the water turns red and the 

color of the dye is grayed out. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

On a table are seated an 

empty jar, a tray, plasticine, 

red food color, a baking 

powder teaspoon, a few drops 

of vinegar. Children are asked 

to identify each item. They 

will also need to identify 

images with the volcanoes and 

to differentiate the passive 

volcanoes by those active. 

Children listen to a 

selection of sounds 

and they have to 

distinguish between 

several sounds.  

The most important 

requirement is to 

distinguish, 

blindfolded, the sound 

it produces a volcano 

when erupts. 

Shall be carried out an 

experiment using a tray on which is 

a jar covered with plasticine built 

around it, so as to resemble a 

mountain. In a beaker the teacher 

adds a few drops of red food color 

and a teaspoon baking powder. 

Volcano erupts by using a small 

amount of vinegar which will 

produce a foam similar to the 

volcanic lava. 
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Theme: 

Water – Ice 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

We present to the children 

a container filled with water 

and an ice cube. The 

governess demands to the 

children to specify the color 

of the two bodies comparing 

them with others glasses 

(milk glass, different colors 

jus glass)  

Observation – the water 

and the ice are colorless. 

The children repeat the 

notion of water and ice.  

They find the answer 

for the riddle: 

God left it 

For me and you to drink it. 

We present to the children a 

container with water and an ice 

cube. The governess demands 

the children to introduce their 

hand in the container in order to 

catch the water and then to touch 

the ice.  

Observation –the children 

cannot catch the water, but the 

ice is hard, cold and can be hold 

into the hand. 

Conclusion – the water flows 

the ice don't. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

The children with their 

governess introduce into the 

freezer a glass of water and 

the next day they discover the 

result.  

Observation – the water 

transformed in ice. 

Conclusion- when it s 

very cold the water 

transforms in ice. 

The children repeat the 

notions: water, ice, 

melting, freezing.  

They find the answer 

for the riddle:  

Very beautiful mirror 

Crystal glitter in the sun 

Melting because of the sun 

What can it be? Guess! 

Every child gets in the palm a 

little ice cube and they keep the 

cube 10-15 seconds. 

Observation – the ice is cold 

and in the palm it becomes 

water. 

Conclusion the ice 

transforms into water because of 

the heating. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Together with their 

governess the children 

introduce in the freezer a 

water PET and the next day 

they discover the result. 

Observation – the water 

transforms into ice, the PET 

increased its volume. 

Conclusion – when the 

water is very cold, it 

transforms into ice. The ice 

occupies a larger space than 

the liquid water. 

The children verbalize 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments of the two 

styles and they repeat the 

new notions: light-heavy; 

floating-diving; water- ice, 

freezing. 

 

The children introduce an ice 

cube into a glass of water. 

Observation – the ice floats 

it doesn‟t sink. 

Conclusion – the ice is 

lighter than the water. 
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Theme: 

The Water Surface 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

We fill the glass with 

water. We throw a coin in it 

and we sprinkle pieces of 

paper. 

The coin goes to the 

bottom of the glass and the 

pieces of paper sit on the 

water surface. 

We listen to the sounds 

produced by the sea waves. 

Children are asked what 

color the sea has. 

The blue sky is reflected 

in the water surface. 

We put water in a pot and we 

sprinkle talcum powder. We 

touch the surface of the water. 

The powder remains on the 

water surface and the finger 

doesn‟t get wet. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

We fill a glass with water 

up to his mouth. We put with 

a tweezers a needle slightly 

horizontally on the water 

surface. 

The water forms a film on 

the surface which can keep 

the needle on the surface of 

the water. 

We reproduce the sound 

of a mountain river. 

Children are asked if it is 

possible to form sharp 

images on the surface of 

the water. 

Objects can reflect in 

still water. 

We wet and we squeeze a 

towel. We fill the glass with 

water, we put the towel firmly 

stretched and we secured it with 

a rubber band. We put an empty 

bucket underneath and we 

quickly return the glass. 

The water that was wet the 

towel forms a barrier which the 

water from the glass can not 

cross. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

We place water in a little 

bucket and we drizzle talcum 

powder. We soak a finger in 

liquid soap and we pierce the 

powder with a finger. Holes 

are formed. 

The soap stops the water 

surface restoration. 

We listen a mosquito 

buzzing on a quiet water. 

We recognize the place and 

children are asked if a 

mosquito can step on the 

water. We watch the long-

legged mosquito with a 

projector. 

The water surface can 

support the weight of the 

mosquito. 

We fill a casserole with 

water. 

A small triangle is cut out of 

a colored cardboard and we put 

it in a casserole with the top 

corner in the center. We put a 

finger, previously dipped in 

soap, in the casserole behind the 

triangle. 

The soap breaks the spread of 

water behind the dinghy and so 

it is pulled forward. 
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Theme: 

Water Transportation 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

Images with different types 

of transport on water (a ship 

and a boat) are presented to the 

children. Then, the children 

are asked to compare the two 

based on their sizes. 

Observation – the ship is 

bigger than the boat but they 

both travel on water. 

Riddle time:  

„Weight in my belly, 

Trees on my back, 

I walk the sea, 

Feet I do lack.” 

(Ship) 

Children use Play-Doh to 

make boats and then they put 

their creations in a container full 

of water. 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
s 

Images with different types 

of transport on water (a ship, a 

boat and a motorboat) are 

presented to the children. 

Then, children are asked to 

describe the boats‟ size, the 

energy they require and their 

components. 

Observation – these boats 

could use a motor, wind or 

humans trength (rowboat) in 

order to work. 

Riddle time:  

„A ship that can be 

made to ride the greatest 

wave. It’s not built of 

objects, but built by 

minds.” 

(friendship)  

The children are taught by the 

teacher how to make paper 

boats. 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

The teachers show how a 

submarine moves: an egg is 

introduced inside of a 

container filled with a diluted 

solution of vinegar. Because of 

its density, the egg will 

initially reach the bottom of 

the container. As an effect of a 

chemical reaction, the egg will 

go back to the surface, then it 

will sink again, the process 

taking place until the entire 

shell has been dissolved.  

Riddle time:  

”On a fine sunny day 

a ship was in the harbor. 

All of a sudden the ship 

began to sink. There was 

no storm and nothing 

wrong with the ship yet it 

sank right in front of the 

spectators eyes.  

What caused the ship to 

sink?” 

(It was a submarine) 

Experiment: One cuts three 

holes on the bottom of a plastic 

bottle. Using duct tape, one 

attaches four coins to each hole 

that was made. Using Play-Doh, 

a straw is fixed at the top of the 

bottle, like a stopper. The bottle 

is put inside of a container and 

filled with water. If one blows 

through the straw, the submarine 

will emerge from the container 

because the blow air will take 

the place of the water. 
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Theme: 

What plants need? 
EXPERIMENTS 

 

 VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 y
ea

rs
 

The children observe the 

tulip flower in the morning 

(when it is cooler) and in the 

noon (when it‟s hot). 

Note – the tulip flower 

close when it‟s cool and it‟s 

open when it is hot.  

The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

The children water the plants 

in the class. The teacher asks 

why you have to make this work. 

Conclusion – plants need 

water to grow. 

 

3
 –

 5
 y

ea
rs

 

After the teacher‟s 

indications the children put 

into two vessels, on a wet 

cotton, some beans. A pot is 

kept in the room; the other is 

inserted in the refrigerator. 

Note – after a few days the 

children finds that beans kept 

in a refrigerator suffer no 

transformation, while those 

kept in the room sprout. 

Conclusion – to grow 

plants need heat. 

The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

We place two pots with the 

same flower (geranium) at the 

window. We put water only in a 

pot and the other plant will not 

be watered for 10 days . 

Note – after 10 days the 

children find that the plant which 

was watered has green leaves, 

the other one dried. 

Conclusion – to grow plants 

need water. 

 

5
 –

 7
 y

ea
rs

 

Together with the teacher, 

the children place a pot at the 

window (in the light) , another 

in the closet without windows 

(in the dark) . We wet in the 

same way the two plants. After 

10 days the two plants are 

compared. 

Note – the plant held 

against the light has green 

leaves but the plant kept the 

darkness turned yellow. 

Conclusion – to grow 

plants need light. 

The children verbalise 

the observations and the 

conclusions of the 

experiments from the 

visual and kinesthetic 

styles. 

The teacher shows the 

children a potted cactus and 

another with a geranium. The 

teacher says that the two plants 

will not be watered for 15 days. 

Note – after 15 days the 

children observe that the 

geranium dried up and the cactus 

resisted. 

Conclusion – some plants 

need more water, the others less 

water. 

 

 

 


